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Allan Slaight Awards 2018

The Allan Slaight Awards recognize 
outstanding achievement in the pursuit of 
the impossible. The Slaight Family Foundation 
established the awards in 2015 and has 
pledged to give $50,000 a year, over five years, 
to celebrate exceptional work in five distinct 
categories. Each recipient receives not only a 
cash prize, but also a specially engraved iPad 
to commemorate the achievement.

Magicana has the honour of administering 
the distribution of these prestigious awards 
and now, in our fourth year, we have changed 
the format for sharing the news. This year 
we will be announcing each recipient on our 
website, releasing the name of one winner a 
day, starting on Monday, June 25, until all four 
individuals and one organization are lauded 
for their contributions to the advancement of 
magic as a performing art.

Be sure to follow Magicana’s news blog to find 
out which exciting performers are the 2018 
Allan Slaight Award winners!

NEWS

Hollywood, CA (June 20, 2018) – MASTERS OF ILLUSION, produced by Associ-
ated Television International and hosted by Dean Cain, will celebrate its fifth 
anniversary season premiering on The CW with two 30-minute episodes airing 
back to back on Friday, June 29, 2018 at 8:00 p.m./7:00 p.m. Central.
 
Masters of Illusion features amazing magic performed by 42 cutting-edge illusion-
ists, escape artists and performers displaying skills ranging from perplexing interac-
tive mind magic to hilarious comedy routines – all in front of a studio audience.

This week’s episodes will include:
“MASTERS OF ILLUSION” — (8:00-8:30 p.m. ET)
“It’s All in the Cards” (Content Rating TBD) (HDTV)
CHALLENGING PERCEPTION — Hosted by Dean Cain, “MASTERS OF ILLUSION” 
features amazing magic performed by cutting-edge illusionists, escape artists and 
performers displaying skills ranging from perplexing interactive mind magic to 
hilarious comedy routines — all in front of a studio audience.  Magicians featured in 
this episode include Rick Smith Jr., Ed Alonzo and Samantha Bell, Joel Meyers, Keelan 
Leyser & Matt Daniel-Baker, Shoot Ogawa and Andi Gladwin (#501).  Original airdate 
6/29/2018.

“MASTERS OF ILLUSION” — (8:30-9:00 p.m. ET)
“The Things You Can Do With Umbrellas” (Content Rating TBD) (HDTV)
Hosted by Dean Cain, “MASTERS OF ILLUSION” features amazing magic performed 
by cutting-edge illusionists, escape artists and performers displaying skills ranging 
from perplexing interactive mind magic to hilarious comedy routines — all in front 
of a studio audience.  Magicians featured in this episode include:  Ed Alonzo (Piercing 
Glass with an Umbrella), Scott Pepper (Small Trunk Metamorphosis), Jason Bishop 
(Goldfish Image to Real), Tommy Wind (Rat A Tat-Tat), Jarrett and Raja (Musical Card 
Trick), Murray SawChuck (Cabaret Classic), Adam Wylie (Ever Changing Card Deck) 
and Jonathan Pendragon (Group Magic 360).  (#412) (Encore Presentation)

Masters of Illusion is produced by Associated Television International with return-
ing Executive Producers David McKenzie (“The 38th Annual Daytime Emmy Awards,” 
“Marie”), Gay Blackstone (“The World Magic Awards” 2007-2009), David Martin (“The 
World Magic Awards” 2007-2009, “Marie”), and Al Schwartz (“The 38th Annual Daytime 
Emmy Awards,” “The Golden Globe Awards” 2013 and 2014), along with Co-Executive 
Producer Jim Romanovich (“From Rocky To Creed,” “The 38th Annual Daytime Emmy 
Awards”)

MASTERS OF ILLUSION
ANNOUNCES SEASON FIVE

Winners from 2015
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KLIK -Agus Tjiu 
A miracle that takes place on your 
SPECTATOR'S phone! 

Tic Tac Toe Pro - Bond Lee 
An interactive game between magician 
and audience with a surprise ending! 

Visit www.murphysmagic.com for more .

Penilism-Vortex Magic Presents 
One pen with 4 different functions and 
it's easy to use. 

http://www.magiclatex.com
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT

THE FORCE
VORTEX MAGIC

VORTEX HAVE PRODUCED TWO VERY ELEGENT WALLETS WHICH 
OFFER A HUGE VARIETY OF ROUTINE POSSIBLITIES. I WAS FORTUNATE 
TO GET ONE OF THE FIRST AND STARTED USING IT STRAIGHT AWAY IN 
WALK-ABOUT AND FOR MY CHAIR TEST ROUTINE. I LIKED IT SO MUCH 
I GAVE THEM PERMISSION TO SHARE MY STAND-UP CHAIR TEST 
ROUTINE THAT I PERFORM IN EVERY SHOW.  IT IS THE MOST DIRECT 
CHAIR TEST YOU WILL EVER FIND.

THE QUALITY OF THE WALLETS ARE ALL HIGH GRADE LEATHER AND 
WILL LAST FOREVER. I'VE USED BOTH FOR A LONG TIME AND CARRY 
THEM WITH ME ALL THE TIME. QUITE POSSIBLY THE BEST PACK SMALL 
PLAY BIG TOOL YOU'LL FIND. 

AMONGST MANY OTHER THINGS THIS CAN DO ONE OF THE 
STRONGEST IS THE EASIEST AND MOVE CONVINCING VERSION OF 
THE FREE WILL PRINCIPLE BY DEDDY CORBUZIER. WITH THIS VERSION 
IT IS POSSIBLE TO ACTUALLY HAVE SIX DIFFERENT OBJECTS AND ONE 
CHOSEN - YOU WILL ALWAYS PREDICT THE CORRECT ONE.

ONE OF MY FAVORITE PRODUCTS TO COME OUT IN A LONG TIME!!

The inspiration for THE FORCE came from an 
original idea by the late Wayne Rogers called 
Force Four. This version allows you to perform 
a numerous amount of incredible routines 
and is designed for the stand-up or stage 
performer - routines include a Murder Mystery 
routine, a "Which Pocket?" routine, and so 
much more... 

BONUS - Paul Romhany shares his CHAIR 
TEST routine, which is now possible using 
THE FORCE (Large), where the spectators 
get a FREE choice of envelope with color 
paper inside. They sit on the corresponding 
matching color chair and the colors and 
choices match his prediction exactly. One of 
the very best pack-small-play-big routines 
out there. Paul opens every show using this 
routine and THE FORCE. 

Designed for magicians and mentalists with 
lots of great routines. 

In the tutorial, you will learn how you can 
have SIX objects on a table and give the 
spectator a FREE choice of any - and your 
prediction will ALWAYS be correct. You will 
also learn how you can now have up to 
TWELVE multiple outs. If you can narrow down 
one suit, then you can give the spectator a 
choice of ANY card in that suit and it will be in 
the wallet in an envelope!! 

14 VANISH Magazine      www.VanishMagazine.com

ROUTINES: 

3 objects - 3 Pockets - Made popular by Andy Nyman, 
this wallet now allows you to have a spectator place 
ANY one of three cards in their right pocket. They then 
place another card in their left pocket, and finally the 
last card goes in their back pocket. Your prediction, 
which was in full view prior to the routine, is turned 
over and matches 100%. 

ROMHANY'S CHAIR TEST - THE FORCE makes this the 
perfect pack-small-play-big miracle. As used by Paul as 
his opening in every show, this is the easiest and most 
practical chair test out there.

Bank Night - Two spectators get a free choice of two 
out of three folded pieces of paper, and the last one will 
ALWAYS leave you holding the money.

52-1 by David Penn and Wayne Fox - If you own this 
trick you'll love THE FORCE, which will add an extra 
surprise and finale to the routine. (Note: 52 to 1 is NOT 
explained in the tutorial.)

“  
PERFORM THIS CLOSE-UP 
FOR ONE PERSON  OR ON 
STAGE FOR 1500 PEOPLE. 
IT'S AN INCREDIBLY TOOL 
THAT ALLOWS SO MANY 
DIFFERENT ROUTINES."

 ROMHANY 
 

3 Objects - The spectator has a FREE 
choice of ANY one of three objects on a 
table, and you predict the one they will 
choose each time! 

Plus, lots more - limited ONLY by your 
imagination - the perfect tool for 
magicians and mentalists. 

COMES COMPLETE with: 
Special leather FORCE wallet 
Download tutorial with effects and ideas

MY THOUGHTS:
There are two different size of wallets. 
Both are not really designed as a wallet 
but rather a place to put business cards, 
envelopes and paper. The smaller one 
fits Post It Notes perfectly so you can 
use it for another things then when 
it comes time to use for a routine it's 
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already in play. The larger one will hold large pieces of paper plus 
pay size envelopes making it perfect for any type of bank-night 
routine or my chair test routine. The original idea came from 
the late Wayne Rogers and that is what I used for many years. I 
can now perform the same routine using the larger version of 
FORCE and the best thing is it fits on my jacket pocket. I just love 
this because it's so natural and a much smaller prop to carry. It's 
perfect for those moments you need to do a stand-up routine 
anytime and anywhere. I'm using this now to open my cruise ship 
performances.

The quality of both wallets is very high and will last for a long 
time. The tutorial, which I appear in, gives details of many different 
effects you can do with both of these wallets. As somebody 
who has used these now in a variety of situations I can tell you 
they work and do exactly what they are supposed to. There is no 
need to worry about angles or any thickness problems. These 
are covered because it is just a wallet and nobody is looking at 
anything suspicious. It's extremely easy to use, much like a Himber 
Wallet but with a special addition which made the original FORCE 
FOUR so good. With this product you can force up to SIX different 
things, and actually Philip uses it to force TWELVE different playing 
cards. He goes over this briefly in the tutorial but with an addition 
of something already on the market you can ask a spectator to 
think of any playing card and produce it from the wallet. You could 
actually have 12 objects sitting on a table and have a person call 
out anyone. You open the wallet and take out an envelope and 
inside written on a card is the object they chose. 

I came up with an addition which I briefly touch on in the tutorial 
is to use this as the climax to Wayne Fox and David Penn's 52 to 
1. It's a great finish and those with the trick will understand if you 
purchase THE FORCE. You show one card, they merely look at a 
card in the deck (52 to 1) and you have it right there in your wallet 
which they can take out.  It's a great climax and adds another 
element to 52 to 1.

The smaller wallet allows you to put this in your pocket and 
perform it in a walk-about situation. You can do this surrounded 
and people won't see a thing.  

The larger wallet is the one I use for stage and it still fits in my 
pocket and visible for all to see. Basically it's a place to hold paper, 
cards and envelopes making it a versatile prop that you can get 
many different routines from.  
 
The price on these is extremely great value for money. The original 
sold for $150 and these are made from high quality leather and 
sell for $35 for the smaller and $45 for the larger.

This comes with my highest recommendation because I use both 
and know the impact and strength of the routines included.

This is a prop you'll use over and over in any type of show from 
close-up to stage.

A utility wallet limited ONLY by your imagination - the perfect tool for magicians and mentalists.
Available in 2 sizes - Small for close-up & Large for stand-up.

VORTEX MAGIC

Now available at your favorite Murphy’s Magic Dealer.
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LOUIE FOXX 
THIMBLE TRICK 

EFFECT:  

ou show a thimble on your finger tip.  You put it 
in your hand, squeeze it and it disappears, then 
reappears back on your fingertip.  You do this a second 
time, however after squeezing it you open your hand 
to show a flattened thimble.    You tap the flat thimble 
with your finger tip and it jumps onto your fingertip 
and becomes round again!

PROPS:  You will need a regular thimble and a 
matching thimble that has been flattened.    My 
thimbles were made on a 3D printer, if you’d like to 
use the files that I used to make my thimbles please 
see the “notes” at the end of this trick. 

Set Up:  The regular thimble in on your right index 
finger and the flat thimble is hidden in your right fist. 

WORKING:  This routine has three parts to it: 

PART #1:  The thimble disappears and reappears

Show the thimble on your right index finger to the 
audience.  You are going to pretend to take the 
thimble in your left hand, but actually thumb palming 
it in your right hand.  To do as your left hand reaches 
over to grab the thimble, as it covers the thimble your 
index finger bends in putting the thimble into thumb 
palm then reextends it’s empty finger back into the 
left hand.  The left hand moves away from the right 
hand as if it is removing the thimble.  

Open the left hand to show the thimble has 
disappeared!

To reproduce the thimble, you are going to the same 
actions you just did, but backwards. Your left hand 
covers your right index finger, then your right index 
finger bends and put the thimble in thumb palm over 
its fingertip, then reextends behind the cover of the 
left hand.  The left hand opens to show the thimbles is 
back on the right hand. 

PART #2: The thimble gets flattened

As you are displaying the thimble back on your right 
hand, you left hand will bump the bottom of your 

right hand.  When this happens, you will drop the flat thimble from 
your right hand into your left hand. 

You will now pretend to take the thimble in your left hand, but 
actually thumb palming it in your right hand.  The only difference 
is your left hand now has the hidden flat thimble.  I simply keep 
the flat thimble out of view in finger palm in my left hand during 
the process. 

This time instead of opening your left hand to show the thimble 
has vanished, you will show the flattened thimble. 

Display the flattened thimble on your left palm, keeping the 
thumb palmed thimble in your right hand out of view of the 
audience. 

PART #3:  The flat thimble jumps from your palm to fingertip and 
becomes round again

Your right hand is going to tap the flat thimble that in on your left 
palm twice.  It will tap it once and as it backs up to tap it a second 
time just before it moves forward you will do David Williamson’s 
Striking Vanish from the book Williamson’s Wonders tossing the 
flat thimble into the right hand while as you extend right finger.  
It will look like the flattened thimble jumps to your fingertip and 
becomes round again. 

Notes:  This is the first “original” trick that I made on my 3D printer.  
It’s an easy project.  If you’d like the 3D printer files to make your 
own thimble set for this trick simply join my email newsletter by 
sending an email to thimble@LouieFoxx.com and I’ll send you a 
FREE set of the files. 

https://youtu.be/RNS8idPl9eI
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LOUIE FOXX 
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Effect: The magician shows the top and 
bottom cards of the deck. With a snap, the 
cards change places instantly. The magician 
proceeds to perform the trick again and the 
spectator gets to see the moment the cards 
change places visually. 

Background: I have been a fan of Dan and 
Dave for years. I love the smoothness of the 
way they execute their card magic. This trick 
is inspired by Dan and Dave’s Hedbergs Peak. 
I created Double Peak and added a visual 
change using the Cardini Change. I shared 
this trick with them and they were kind 
enough to give me permission to publish it.   

Method: Begin by executing a Double Lift 
to show the top card. But in reality, you are 
showing the second card from the top. Let 
us take it that the second card from the top 
is the Ace of Spades (AS) (Fig.1). Hold the 
double in your right hand and use it to flip 
over the next card on top of the deck. Let 
us take it that the next top card is the 3 of 
Hearts (3H) (Fig. 2). Flip the 3H face down first 
followed by the double.

peek
DOUBLE

                                           

                       

Fig. 1                                                                                                 

Fig. 2

After turning the cards face down, take the 
second face-down card from the top (AS) 
and place it at the bottom of the deck (Fig. 
3 and 4). Explain to the spectators that you 

are placing the 3H at the bottom. But in 
reality, you are placing the AS instead. 
Snap your fingers and execute a Double 
Lift to show the 3H at the top (Fig. 5). 
Reveal that the bottom card is the AS 
(Fig. 6). 

                                      

                          

Fig. 3                                                                                        

Fig .4

                                      

                      

 Fig. 5                                                                                       

Fig. 6

Next, place the AS face up on top of the 
face-up 3H (Double card) and turn all 
three cards face down on top of the deck 
(Fig. 7 and 8). Explain to the spectators 
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that you will do it again. Take the top card 
and place it at the bottom of the deck (Fig. 
9 and 10). The spectators will think that 
you are placing the 3H at the bottom of 
the deck. But in reality, you are placing an 
indifferent card at the bottom of the deck. 

                                     

                        

Fig. 7                                                                                           

Fig. 8

                                

                           

Fig. 9                                                                                         

Fig. 10

Perform a Double Lift to show the AS at the 
top of the deck and tell the spectators that 
they will see the moment the AS change 
places with the 3H (Fig. 11). Execute a 
Cardini Change and the AS will visually 
change to a 3H (Fig. 12). Spread through 
the deck and show that the bottom card is 
indeed the 3H (Fig. 13 and 14). 

                               

                        

 Fig. 11                                                                                         

Fig. 12

                                    

                        

Fig. 13                                                                                          

Fig. 14

Thoughts: Even though this trick uses very 
common sleights, but I like how smoothly 
each phase transitions to the other. This is 
a great trick to practice on if you are new 
to card magic because it uses mainly the 

Double Lift and a Cardini Change. Practice 
this well and you will have an impromptu 

miracle on your arsenal. 

Credits: 
• Hedbergs Peak is published 
in The Trilogy: Tricks, Flourishes and 
Everything Else by Dan and Dave Buck. 

• The Double Lift is published 
in Richard Neve's The Merry Companion 
(1716, pg. 141).

• The first publication of Cardini’s 
Snap Change is in Jean Hugard’s Card 
Manipulation, Volume 3 in 1934.
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A FACE IN THE CROWD
Effect by Joe Silkie

Joe Silkie has been a driving force in magic 
for many years and is recognized as an 
elegant performer of the classics and the 
inventive creator behind powerful effects 
used by many successful magicians. Joe 
is a co-founder of the Parlor of Mystery in 
Lindenhurst, New York.

When people ask how I come up with an 
idea for a trick. I quote Sir Isaac Newton 
who said, "If I have seen further it is by 
standing on the shoulders of Giants.” A 
Face in the Crowd, like most of my magic, 
builds on the work of previous perform-
ers. 

This routine builds on the classic Ken 
Brookes’ Baby Picture Gag which is still 
very popular and in the repertoire of very 
many magicians. In the gag, the magician 
asks a spectator to name any celebrity 
living or dead.  Once named, the magi-
cian says he has a photo of the celebrity 
then reaches inside an envelope and pulls 
out a picture of a baby claiming it to be a 
photo of the celebrity at one-year-old. 

In the early 1980’s I helped comedy magi-
cian and long-time friend John Ferrentino 
create new effects. One of the effects I 
created for him was a twist on the baby 
gag. Watching Ferrentino perform the 
joke, I noticed that when a woman was 
asked to name a celebrity nearly every 
time, she would name Tom Cruise, Mel 
Gibson or Kevin Costner, actors who were 
at the height of their popularity at that 
time. So, by placing their photos in the 
envelope with a baby picture on the front 
and calling on a female spectator, we had 
a killer effect. If she named someone else, 
it was still a solid gag. Luckily those were 
the names called out on his TV perfor-
mances.

A Face in the Crowd is funny like The Baby 
Picture Gag with the punch of the named 
celebrity photo and is 100% foolproof. 

EFFECT:
The performer says that before the show he 
asked a gentleman to write down the name 
of any celebrity living or dead and seal it in 
an envelope. The performer points to a man 
sitting up-front and asks him to stand. 
The performer asks if he has been holding 
the envelope since given to him and to con-
firm that no one has tampered with it, which 
the spectator does. 

The performer then asks the spectator to 
open the envelope, remove the card it con-
tains, and read the name written on it.  The 
spectator obliges and reads aloud the name 
Tom Hanks.

The performer picks up a large envelope 
and says, “Inside this envelope, I have a 
photo of Tom Hanks!” 

The performer takes out a photo and shows 
a picture of a massive crowd and says, “Here 
is a photo of Tom Hanks on opening day at 
Yankee Stadium” as he points to the middle 
of the photo. 

“I’ll prove it.” The performer picks up a giant 
magnifying glass holds it in front of the 
photo revealing a close-up picture of Tom 
Hanks in the glass. 

“You may be asking yourself how I knew he 
was there. Well, I was sitting next to him.” 
The performer turns over the magnifying 
glass over holds it over another spot in the 
photo and shows a picture of himself.

EXPLANATION:
Materials:
•    An envelope large enough to hold the 
crowd photo.
•    A crowd photo. (Mine was printed at 
Staples. It is 11”x17”.)
•    One large, inexpensive magnifying glass 
the type you find in a costume shop or dol-
lar store.
•    One headshot photo of Tom Hanks, or 
other celebrity you choose, large enough 

to fill the magnifying glass and a similar 
headshot of yourself. Both images are cut 
to fit and glued over the lens of the magni-
fying glass.
•    One security envelope with, an index 
card and a marker. 

SETUP:
Write Tom Hanks on the index with the 
marker then seal it in the security enve-
lope. Place the crowd photo in the large 
envelope. The Magnifying glass goes into 
your jacket pocket or on your table.
Before the show, find a man seated in the 
front row. Ask him to come backstage for 
a moment. Explain to him that just a little 
while ago you asked a gentleman to write 
the name of any celebrity living or dead 
on a card and seal it in this envelope. Tell 
him that unfortunately the man had to 
leave suddenly and will not be here for the 
show. Ask the man selected from the front 
row if he would hold on to the envelope 
until it is needed.  Tell him not to open it 
or let anyone else tamper with it before 
you ask for it. Thank and ask him to take 
his seat.

PERFORMANCE:
 Start by talking about celebrities and how 
consumed with them we have become. 
Then say, “Before the show you gave a 
gentleman an index card and a security 
envelope and a marker. I asked him to 
write the name of any celebrity living or 
dead on the index card and seal it in the 
envelope and not to or let anyone open it.”
Point to the man holding the envelope in 
the front row and ask him to stand.
Verify that he has been holding the 
envelope since before the show and that 
neither he nor anyone else has opened 
the envelope. 

Ask him to tear open the envelope and 
read out loud the name written on the 
card. He reads aloud, “Tom Hanks.” You 
thank him and ask him to sit down.
Then pick up the large envelope, repeat 
the name Tom Hanks and say, “Inside this 
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envelope, I have a photo of Tom Hanks.” Re-
move the photo from the envelope with the 
back to the audience, turn it around and say, 
“On Opening Day at Yankee Stadium.” 
Proclaim, “I can prove it.” Pick up the mag-
nifying glass hold it in front of the photo 
revealing the photo of Tom Hanks and say, 
“Ladies and gentleman, Tom Hanks. I know 
what you are thinking. ‘How did I know Tom 
Hanks was there?’ Well, I was sitting next to 
him.” Drop the magnifier to your side, turn it 
over, hold it over another part of the crowd 
photo and reveal the picture of yourself. 

NOTES AND ALTERNATIVES:
Using a photo of a massive crowd is a twist 
on the baby gag in combination with a spin 
on the classic 52 in 1 playing card where a 
complete deck of playing cards appears on 
the face of a single card. Here instead, using 
people in place of playing cards with faces 
so small a magnifier is needed to identify 
any individual. 

I use the force described above. It works 
great with an audience of 30 or more. 
For a smaller audience use the SvenPad by 
Brett Barry or Bill Abbott’s Celebrity Smart 
Ass Deck. Both are great commercial effects 
that will work well to force a celebrity name. 
If the force described above seems too ball-
sy for you, try using a clear force bag with 
various celebrity names on one side and the 
force name on all the slips on the other side. 
To guild the lily, under the pretext of want-
ing to add names to your collection,  pass 
out pre-folded slips of paper and markers 
to members of the audience and ask them 
to write the name of a celebrity on the sip 
and refold it. Collect the slips and add them 
to the side of the bag with the indifferent 
celebrity names.

You could also make a 50/50 force deck up 
writing the names of different celebrities 
on half the cards and the force name on 
the other half of the deck. Or, merely write 
the name of various celebrities on all the 
cards and force the one you want with your 
favorite method.

Have fun making and performing A Face in 
the Crowd and thank you for your interest.
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SMOKE CUBE

It is the smallest smoke machine in the world, created with the professional in mind.

Now available at your favorite Murphy’s Magic Dealer.



SMOKE CUBE

It is the smallest smoke machine in the world, created with the professional in mind.

Now available at your favorite Murphy’s Magic Dealer.
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 PERFORMING
Street

COLIN UNDERWOOD is a professional magician based in South Africa. His work has 
taken him around the world both as a corporate entertainer and street performer. In 
this new series Colin looks at the world of STREET PERFORMING.

WORDS: COLIN UNDERWOOD

Following on from my previous article which 
I refer you to read first if you are a novice at 
street performing.

How to stop and build a crowd
Creating a circle or edge, is in my 
experience, similar to fly fishing, the gentle 
approach is required to not intimidate the 
individual, so that they stop and become 
engaged in the show.

The busker will use a varied amount 
of techniques dependent on his or her 
style and will adapt according to the 
environment around him. The performer 
will automatically use what he has in his 
arsenal of techniques to draw the crowd in. 

Here are a few techniques used, not 
necessarily by street magicians, that work 
well.  

Verbal 
The performer will start talking really loud 
announcing the show. 

Music 

This is dependent on permission for amps 
to be used. The performer will play a really 
loud engaging song that draws attention.

Noise 

Banging on the suitcase or prop box, 
blowing a whistle or even dropping props 
on the pitch. A bandsaw that will be juggled 
later will be started and revved loudly to 
attract attention.

Using your props
Setting up the props in an overly dramatic 
fashion. The use of a table in a magic act will 
focus the audience attention. Assembling 
the table while the audience watches will 
engage.
Dressing up or putting on a costume. 
This has been done from mild variations of 
replacing a jacket or bow tie to a complete 
strip down with bits of body parts been 
covered with a comical sign or whatever.

Creating the performance space.

The use of rope, chalk or even fire to mark 
out the space is also very effective.

All of the techniques will not stop 
anybody unless you create eye contact 
and talk with the potential audience 
walking past.
An ideal technique is to show a child a 
simple trick which has him stop. Once the 
parents notice their child has stopped they 
will automatically stop and that’s when you 

call them closer. You have to go to them and 
leave your table set up in the middle and 
perform for a small group. Other times a 
small group might stop close to your table 
and you show them an intermediate magic 
trick on the table that is strong and is laced 
with humor. 

During this initial enjoyment the performer 
is talking and engaging people that are 
behind the first group. He will pull them 
closer to watch his tricks or routines. At this 
point there is never a mention that his show 
is 25 to 35 minutes long and involves other 
props. The secret is to stop them and get 
them emotionally engaged.

Once the edge has formed the performer 
will announce he is about to do a short 
but amazing show but requires a few 
more people. He or she will pull the table 
backwards allowing more people to gather 
on the sides. Getting people to sit down will 
lock them there for the whole show.

Use of the audience to draw further 
audience members in is a very useful 
technique. 
Some very experienced performers will 
look at this technique as a cheap cop out 
and some venues disallow this technique 
to be used. But the technique works as 
people cannot help but be attracted to 
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" Once the edge has formed the 
performer will announce he is about 
to do a short but amazing show but 
requires a few more people. He or 
she will pull the table backwards 
allowing more people to gather on 
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COLIN UNDERWOOD is a professional magician based in South Africa. His work has 
taken him around the world both as a corporate entertainer and street performer. In 
this new series Colin looks at the world of STREET PERFORMING.
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CERTAIN PITCHES HAVE PEAK OR 
OPTIMUM TIMES TO PERFORM THERE. 

OFTEN DELAYING A PERFORMANCE 
TO FIT INTO THE AREAS FLOW 

OF PEOPLE CAN MAKE ALL THE 
DIFFERENCE. 

the applause and laughter that is emanating from the crowd that 
is gathered. The performer can be nearly 15 to 20 minutes into his 
show before announcing he is going to start! 

A popular technique I use extensively in all my shows is THE CLAP 
AND CHEER technique. You literally teach the audience how to react 
to your entrance and then finally you add all the elements together 
which will have built a bigger edge of audience.

It is important to bond the audience together as a cohesive unit at 
the early stages. The crowd mentality kicks in and the family that 
initially stopped has now merged with the others to engage as a 
group in the show. Often acknowledging the initial family does keep 
them there and make them feel important. That family can walk away 
at this point as they have seen a large amount of entertainment and 
it is important to keep the edge locked. If people move out of the 
space it is important to get the remaining people to close the ranks 
very much like a roman army formation.

 A school group might seem a fabulous instant audience but when 
thirty-five children suddenly get up and leave, as they have to catch 
a bus or whatever will leave you having to start all over again. The 
patient experienced performer will let the people flow past not 
worried as he finally creates his edge.

It is important to reiterate that the show is very short and involves 
certain props which are now introduced E.G the cups in a cups and 
balls show or the unicycle and juggling clubs in a bigger circle show.

The routines are overlapped so that there are no distinct endings to 
the smaller routines as an audience can walk away if the routine is 
strong and the performer has not introduced a bigger attraction to 
stay. The technique is to introduce the props by having people hold 
them while you finalise the last routine and then segway into the 
main routine.
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Once the main routine is flowing it is important to create a 
moment when the bottling speech takes place. This is where 
and impassioned plea to contribute to the performers lively 
hood is suggested. The speech is very carefully structured 
and must not be contrived. The more engaged the audience 
and if performing at a large fringe festival the audience 
knows that they are expected to pay. Comedy lines are used 
to create an entertaining moment. Subtle hints through the 
show about paying at the end can be dropped as well. 

The final stage is the big finish which qualifies the show and 
the payment. The performer will continue to use audience 
techniques such as clapping in unison, cheering or counting 
or using a cute child to assist with the finale will draw the last 
few people in. 

More subtle and refined techniques can be applied to allow 
the audience to grow because a three deep crowd is normally 
optimum before people cannot see properly. In larger shows 
the performer will raise himself up onto a unicycle, skip or 
pole. The crowd has to be engaged to feel they must pay and 
often the back fringe of audience will walk away as they are 
the last to stop and watch.

Nothing will replace experience and this is the most 
important ingredient in a street performance. The audience 
will be aware of a lesser performer so its vital to just go out 
there and perform. I feel street performing is a very honest 
form of entertainment as the audience will react if the show 
does not work. You do not need to be the most skilled in 
technique but your ability to engage an audience on a one 
on one basis as well as a group will take many performances 
on different pitches and times of the day to create a well 
rounded experienced street show. 

Personally, I know the benefit I have achieved by performing 
in the hot sun, sweating out shows with little to show for it. 
I highly recommend a stint on the street to give you a new 
dimension to your performances. 

Drop me a line if you require more information or general 
feedback would be great. 

www.colinunderwood.com

Info@colinunderwood.com 
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CUBA 2018
BRINGING MAGIC TO

By John Rose
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My initial inquiries about estab-
lishing a magic festival in Cuba 
brought an all too familiar re-

sponse from our Cuban business develop-
ment head, José: “muy complicado” (“very 
complicated”).  But I have a long history of 
doing business in this island nation stuck in 
a proverbial time warp, so we persevered 
and won approval at the highest levels 
of Cuban government to produce Magi-
Cuba, the first international festival and 
conference of magic in Havana …and, as it 
turns out, the first public/private partner-
ships of its type in Cuba.  Of course, being 
first meant we would have to persuade 
numerous Cuban ministries and govern-
ment enterprises to work in new ways 
and overcome numerous hurdles to bring 
magic to Cuba.

Why a Magic Festival in Cuba?
I’m a recovering magician.  I first discov-
ered magic when I was six years old (during 
a long recuperation in the hospital after 
being struck, near-fatally, by a car in front 
of my home).  By the time I was in my early 
teens, magic had developed into a full-
blown addiction.  I performed profession-
ally and managed a Boston magic shop.  
But by the time I graduated from univer-
sity, I was ready to put down my wand and 
pursue a career in advertising. Apart from a 

short revisit to my prop trunk to persuade 
my young son that I had super powers, or 
a few hard-to-shake habits of rolling coins 
across my knuckles and shuffling cards 
for no apparent reason, I had been pretty 
much “on the wagon” magic-wise for many 
years.  

Instead, I built a career in marketing, 
founding an advertising agency in Boston 
in 1984, which grew to become the first 
independent agency to enter the former 
U.S.S.R in 1989 and, more recently, the first 
public relations agency in Cuba.   

One of the challenges for our team in 
Cuba is to propose to the Cuban Ministry 
of Culture ways to make their events more 
commercial.  We were eventually struck 
with the idea of creating a new festival 
as a model for others to follow.  I had 
always found it curious that in all my years 
traveling to Cuba I never met a magician 
in Havana. And that’s when it clicked.  I can 
leverage my marketing agency to bring 
together my love of magic together with 
my affection for Cuba.  That’s why in 2016 
I suggested to my lifelong pal and master 
mentalist, Jon Stetson, that we bring magic 
to Cuba in an event I dubbed MagiCuba.

But would top talent be interested in 

traveling to Cuba to perform?  
Jon Stetson had the good sense to suggest 
that our first call should be to Bill Herz, an-
other dear friend, magician, veteran show 
and conference organizer and the very 
astute head of MagiCorp, one of the largest 
booking agencies specializing in magic.   
If anyone could help us rally some of the 
worlds greatest magical entertainers, it was 
Bill.  Within days, Bill supplied us with a list 
of willing magicians that we could include 
in our proposal to the Ministry of Culture. 
Bill also became an executive producer and 
under his guiding hand we began to craft 
our event. 

Who Will Pay For All This?
Our vision was to build a city-wide festival 
of magic — a huge undertaking anywhere 
in the world, but particularly in Cuba.  Also, 
we needed to fund it.  The Cuban govern-
ment agreed to supply venues and local 
teams to organize and run shows — in-
cluding its prestigious National Theater.  
But Cuba’s teetering economy made it 
impossible for them to commit any capital 
to MagiCuba.  And ticket sales to Cubans 
would not generate any significant sums.  
Our solution was to combine the festival 
with a magic conference and invite magic-
lovers from around the globe to join us in 
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Havana — using registration fees to help pay for the festival.  That would get us part 
of the way.  The rest of the funding would have to come from sponsors, including my 
agency, which would have to foot much of the bill. So from the get-go, we knew that 
MagiCuba was not going be a profitable venture. 

Goodbye Fidel.
Just as MagiCuba began to take shape, on November 25th 2016 Fidel Castro died.  I 
ran into him only once during my first visit to the island in 2002 at a dinner organized 
at the Festival de Habanos, an annual cigar event.  He spoke at great length, as was his 
custom, and signed humidors to be auctioned off to raise money for the Cuban health-
care system (I wish I could say I was smart enough to buy one!).  Though his brother 
Raul had taken the reigns as president nearly a decade earlier, all work stopped on the 
island while Cubans absorbed the loss of a man who loomed so large in their collec-
tive consciousness for nearly 60 years.  

Government Approval at Last!
We managed to gain new momentum in early 2017 with the support of a famous 
Cuban actor and head of UNEAC (the Union & Writers and Artists of Cuba), Rolando 
Nuñez.  With his involvement, we received final approval from the Cuban Ministry of 
Culture and, ultimately, the office of the president to organize our event.  

But it’s been like herding cats to get the cooperation of all the various government 
enterprises required to launch MagiCuba – including Paradiso (travel), Gran Caribe (ho-
tels), Artex (retail and nightclubs), EGREM (music), Palmares (restaurants & bars), The 
Cuban Circus, The National Theater of Cuba, The Hotel Nacional de Cuba, as well as the 
powerful Ministry of Tourism – to name a few!

And while Rolando championed MagiCuba for the better part of a year, he sadly 
passed away in November 2017.  A new handler was assigned to us at UNEAC, but 
when he proved to be ineffective, The Ministry of Culture put us in the capable hands 
of CNAE (National Council of the Performing Arts) who have since been instrumental 
in coordinating all of the MagiCuba venues.

MagiCuba was finally officially announced to the Cuban people at a press conference 
on December 12, 2017.

What About the U.S. Embargo of Cuba?  Can Americans Come to MagiCuba?
Cuba is a challenging place to put on a festival. But Cuba is only half of the equation.  If 
we wanted to bring Americans to MagiCuba, we would also have to comply with U.S. 
regulations that restrict travel to Cuba as a result of an embargo that began in 1962.  
Our Russia-based company would need to set up a new U.S. subsidiary to collect regis-
trations and operate MagiCuba under a license by the U.S. Department if the Treasury.  
MagiCuba will supply Cuban visas directly from our website.

The American situation was further complicated by rumors of so-called “sonic attacks” 
on US and Canadian Embassy personnel which prompted travel warnings and further 
restriction on travel by U.S. Citizens.  But the Cuban government and the FBI have 
found no evidence of such attacks and Cuba has since been voted one of the safest 
countries in the world for tourists.  Our general license prevails and Americans are still 
welcome to attend MagiCuba.

Where Are All the Cuban magicians?
We were first introduced to Gardini, a magician and head of a magic school in Havana, 
who presented us with many students from his school.  The students were sweet and 
enthusiastic.  But certainly there must be more magicians on the island, some serious 
professionals?  We learned about an annual magic competition in Las Tunas.  And the 
Cuban Circus helped us to locate other magicians that occasionally performed with 
them and at the cabaret shows aimed at tourists.  But limited Internet access and poor 
communications in Cuba slowed our search and it took us nearly a year to get a handle 
on where all the best magicians were located.  Because there are few opportunities to 
perform in Havana, the professionals are mostly based in Varadero, a tourist resort in 
the area of Montanzas, a few hours east of the capital.  Once we were introduced to 
Roger Ruiz, a very skilled magician and illusionist who performs in Varadero and runs 
several shows at hotels there, the line-up of local magicians to perform at MagICuba 
finally took shape.  Visitors to MagiCuba will have the rare chance to see some excel-
lent Cuban performers for the very first time.
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lent Cuban performers for the very first time.
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The Really Big Shows.
We needed a centerpiece for MagiCuba.  
It was quickly determined that we should 
feature an international show on the grand 
stage (2000+ seats) at the National Theater 
in Havana’s Plaza de Revolución for three 
consecutive nights.  Luckily, Jorge Blass, 
Spain’s top magician (and a hero to the 
Cuban magicians who trade copies of his 
television show), agreed to be our master 
of ceremonies.  He will be made to magi-
cally appear as part of a grand music and 
dance production number.  The show will 
also include Roger Ruiz, our Cuban star, as 
well as Mike Caveney (USA), Tina Lenart 
(Venezuela), Christopher Hart (Canada), 
and Jade (Asia).

On the second stage at the National 
Theater (800+ seats) we recruited Israeli 
Mindreader, Asi Wind, who is currently 
touring with David Blaine.  Asi agreed to 
perform for two nights with his one man 
show – one night in Spanish and one night 
in English.  And to top-off our series at 
the National Theater, one of the world’s 
greatest comedy magicians, Mac King 
will bring the best of his long-running Las 
Vegas show to MagiCuba, along with top 
Vegas comedy juggler, Michael Goudeau, 
to open.

The Late Night Shows.
World class acts like John Archer, Eric 
Meade, Chad Long, Michael Weber, Jon 
Stetson and others have agreed to head-
line a series of late shows at nightclubs 
across Havana.  It’s not often you get to see 
top magic talent while sipping fine rum 
and smoking Cuban cigars!

MagiCuba at the Circo Nacional De Cuba
The fabulous Cuban Circus agreed to stage 
a special matinee performance as part of 
MagiCuba – featuring our Cuban and inter-
national magic entertainers – at their 1000 
seat circus tent in Havana.

All Day Magic at Palacio de las Artisenia
In Habana Vieja, or “Old Havana”, we were 
given the Palacio de las Artisenia, a central 
location with interior stage and café, to 
become our festival headquarters and to 
feature all-day magic for the full five days 
of the festival.  Our Cuban magicians and 
international headliners will each do one 
or more turns at “Palacio” and we received 
special permission to sell MagiCuba mer-
chandising there.  

The MagiCuba Conference
In addition to the city-wide festival, the 
MagiCuba conference for magicians will 
take place at the infamous Hotel Nacio-
nal.  In its glory days, the hotel was host 
to movie stars to mobsters; politicians 
to pop-singers.  Winston Churchill, Frank 
Sinatra, Ava Gardner, Buster Keaton, Rocky 
Marciano, Errol Flynn, John Wayne, Marlena 
Dietrich, Gary Cooper, Marlon Brando, 
Ernest Hemingway and Nat King Cole all 
stayed here.  And it was the location in 
1946 of the Havana Conference, the infa-
mous mob summit run by Lucky Luciano 
and Meyer Lansky. 

In addition to all the shows included at 
the MagiCuba festival, the conference for 
magicians will include: several days of 
exceptional MagiCuba Sessions (lectures, 

talks, interviews, etc.), a Magic & Mojitos 
close-up program each afternoon and a 
unique culture and magic walking tour.  
We are also featuring a Magic, Rum & Cigar 
Dinner as an extra activity on the first night 
as well as a VIP Cuban Circus Experience as 
part of the special matinee performance.  
Magicians will receive a unique Cuba-
inspired welcome kit.  MagiCuba is not 
your ordinary magic convention.  As an at-
tendee, you won’t be just going to Cuba to 
see magic, you’ll be travelling to Havana to 
experience this adventure with some of the 
world’s greatest entertainers and be part of 
our effort to bring magic to the island.  You 
can watch a welcome message from Jon 
Stetson, Bill Herz and myself here.

We are working closely with Paradiso, 
a government travel group to manage 
accommodations, airport welcome and 
transfers, transportation, tours and other 

hospitality logistics.  In addition to Jon 
Stetson, Bill Herz, the Rose team, numerous 
volunteers and myself we are lucky to have 
magician, Bob Riordan, coordinating inter-
national talent, tech wizard Matt Greene 
overseeing light, sound and staging, Cuban 
magicians Roger Ruiz, Tony Sosa and Edgar 
Martinez coordinating Cuban talent and 
programming.  We also have a top Cuban 
producer, artistic director and musical di-
rector to help stage our shows — particu-
larly the International All-Star Magic Show 
(which runs for 3 nights, including a full 
orchestra and dancers for an opening and 
closing production number) and extensive 
teams at the National Theater and other 
venues that have been fully mobilized to 
support MagiCuba.  Nothing like this has 
ever been done in Cuba. 

A New Cuban President.
Though Raul Castro remains head of the 

communist party of Cuba, on April 19, 
2018, Cuba appointed a new president, 
Miguel Diaz-Canal.  Not much is known 
about the first non-Castro leader since the 
revolution.  But since it was he, during his 
tenure as Vice President, who ultimately 
approved MagiCuba, we assume he’s a 
magic fan and we have invited him to 
make an appearance.

Getting the Word Out.
As you can see, it has taken an enormous 
amount of work from our team to stage 
MagiCuba.  Now we are aggressively mar-
keting the event.  

We launched our Facebook page in early 
2017 and our website in late December.  
We expect to greet hundreds of magicians 
at the MagiCuba conference and, most 
important, to entertain tens of thousands 
of Cubans and tourists throughout the 
festival – most of whom have never seen a 
live magic show.

What’s Next?
We just learned that a storm damaged one 
of our venues.  But I’m sure we’ll manage 
this new hurdle and the ones that will 
surely follow.  Our saga continues.  Stay 
tuned.  And please join us in Havana!

For details and how to register for Magi-
Cuba, please visit www.magicuba.org.

If you can’t make it to Havana for the trip 
of a lifetime, you can still help bring magic 
to Cuba by making a donation at the Magi-
Cuba crowdfunding page at indiegogo.
com.  Your name will be included in the 
official MagiCuba documentary and you 
can receive some really cool MagiCuba 
merchandise.

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
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Meet Us In
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Travel with us to Havana, Cuba for an historic event that brings the world’s 
finest magicians to one of the world’s most magical cities. There’s something 
for everyone at MagiCuba. And it’s perfectly legal for U.S. travelers. So 
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Melbroune Magic Festival
By Carisa Hendrix

As magicians, our audiences come preloaded with a set of expectations 
based on the image of magic in popular culture. A quick google search for 
“magician” betrays something unfortunate about the common perception 

of magic. Staring back at you are the faces of men in bowties and top hats with 
rabbits and cards, a collection of stock photos that contain nothing of the artistry 
and diversity I’ve come to love about magic.  

In contrast, if you search for other types of entertainers, singers, comedians, or even 
drag queens, you’ll see a mix of popular artists rather than stock images. You’ll see 
different looks, types of people and environments. You’ll see what people expect of 
most art forms, and how limited the perception of magic feels in comparison.  

It can be challenging to think outside the mirror-box when audiences seem to 
prefer magic that satisfies their limited expectations. It can be challenging to find 
your voice. Those challenges can make it seem easier to give up and build a show 
out of tricks from the bestseller list on Penguin Magic.  

That’s why it is such a gift to have a place where the audiences come to see 
magic with the expectation that it is a varied and diverse art form. There 

are two weeks every year when magicians from all over the world 
gather to do interesting, original, unusual shows that push the 

limits of the art form. A special place called the Melbourne 
Magic Festival.  

When you first arrive at the festival, you might feel a little overwhelmed. 
Posters for over fifty different shows line the hall, covering every inch of wall 
space. Everywhere you look you see the faces of seventy different magicians 
from all over the world. Artists from Australia, Asia, the South Pacific, the USA 
and Canada have all come here to do original, full-length (45–60 minute) 
magic shows in one of the few places in the world where lay audiences 
are knowledgeable enough about magic to appreciate the subtleties and 
personality of each act.  

Melbourne magic festival managed to pull in over 11,000 spectators in 2017, 
many seeing multiple shows throughout the weeks. Speaking to guests at the 
festival throughout my visit, I was continually surprised by their love and 
understanding of magic and theatre.  
After running the festival for ten years, founder, Tim Ellis has 
cultivated an amazing following, perhaps best exemplified in 
the spirit and passion of super-fan Tayissa Artomonow. 
Tayissa takes the entire duration of the festival 
off from work so she can see as many 
shows as possible, and the ones 
she likes, she sees twice. 
She has a colorful 

When you first arrive at 
the festival, you might feel 
a little overwhelmed."
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scrapbook that included 
signed cards, programs and 
each and every ticket stub 
from each and every show 
she has ever attended at the 
festival. 

Tayissa loves the “chance to 
see magic from magicians all 
over the world that I've often 
never heard of!” and she’s not 
alone. This was a sentiment 
shared by a number of guest 
I talked to over the course 
my visit. The audiences 
are filled with people who 
have wonderful stories of 
something precious that 
happened to them at MMF. 
Tayissa talks about “being Rob 
Zabrecky's "special helper" 
on stage during his quiz 
show!” as the “best moment 
ever, and one that I [she] will 
remember for a long time” 
This excitement and energy 
is one I only ever seen in 
the Canadian fringe theatre 
festival circuit, where 
audiences plan their year 
around the fringe, and pride 
themselves in seeing as many 
shows as possible. 
There is no other place in 
the world that does was 
the Melbourne Magic 

Festival is doing for the 
world of magic and it’s 
really too bad, because 
an environment like MMF 
is exactly what we need 
to change the image of 
magic from stock photo to 
masterpiece. 

http://www.melbournemagicfestival.com
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We bring you the top magicians and creators
from all over the world to talk magic, teach and entertain.
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2 Lectures per month on download for only $9.95.
Single DVD’s for $9.95 each.

6 lecture DVD sets for $39.95 each.

Download & DVDs available at these fine retailers:

Currently Available for 
Apple iOS Devices

Android Support
Coming Soon

Watch our demo videos and purchase at

thoughtcastapp.com

Mind Reading Made Way Easier!

And if you’re still unsure, you have nothing to lose! We offer an iron-clad

30 Day Money Back Guarantee!
Try it today and if you don’t love it we’ll give you a full refund. No Catch. No Kidding!

THEY DRAW ANYTHING!
Your spectator writes or draws anything on a 

normal pad-folio, art pad, whiteboard, or 
other writing device

using a special non-electronic, non-pressure
sensitive pen, pencil, marker, or even a crayon.

YOU KNOW INSTANTLY!
Our sensor board picks up the drawing

and shows it to you in real time on our app!
Peek while your phone appears to be 

locked or on the home screen!

Plus a ton of other features you’ll absolutely love, including
auto save mode, zone mode, built-in failsafes, and more!

Wow your audiences like never before with

ThoughtCast!
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Jeff christensen

As an educator, magician and life long 
learner I find myself spending a great 
deal of time working towards improving 

what I do.  I think my perspective on this can 
be captured with: “I don’t want to be good, I 
just want to get better.”   In order to do this, 
many years ago, I sought out the very best 
magical training available.  For me, this was 
at Jeff McBride’s Magic and Mystery School in 
Las Vegas.  Later I became a private student 
of both Jeff McBride and Eugene Burger.  They 
taught me that growing in the art of magic 
is a series of gradual steps along your own 
individual path as you create what being a 
magician means to you.  I want my magic to 
share something about who I am and what’s 

important to me.  I find it most fascinating that 
as a magician I can reveal myself through the 
art of deception.  My most important magical 
pieces often share relevant stories from my 
life.  To me this is the most powerful kind of 
life magic.

Making magic meaningful is an art and to do 
this it takes significant amount of time and 
effort.  Given all of this it shouldn’t come as a 
surprise that one of my pet peeves is premade 
or educational shows in a box.  Creating an 
educational show is something that takes time, 
effort and much thought.  Performing a show 
in a box is like one trying to perform David 
Copperfield’s illusion show.  It simply wouldn’t 

“Great presenters transform audiences.  Truly great communicators
make it look easy as they lure audiences…(it) isn’t something that 
just happens automatically; it comes at the price of long and 
thoughtful hours spent constructing messages that resonate deeply 
and elicit empathy.”

   (Nancy Duarte, Resonate – 
Present visual stories that
 transform audiences, 2010)
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“What our audiences are really looking 
for is some kind of human connection.  

It’s hard to share oneself when you hide 
behind your props or a cookie cutter 

performance.  "

work and we would only be fooling ourselves thinking that it 
did.  There are some of course who could make this “work” 
by spending much time trying to change these premade 
programs to fit their performing character.  That’s admirable 
and obviously better than the off the shelf approach.  Still, 
at the end of the day it’s much the same as buying a suit off 
the rack versus having one custom tailored for you.   Shows 
in a box have premade scripts and the tricks chosen for you.   
In my experience these often have very contrived scripts 
and magic that is fairly uninspiring.   If one is trying to create 
something artistic then starting with a paint by numbers 
approach doesn’t seem like the way to go. 

What our audiences are really looking for is some kind of 
human connection.  It’s hard to share oneself when you hide 
behind your props or a cookie cutter performance.  To a 
lesser degree the same thinking applies when you perform 
an effect with the script provided.  Your show only improves 
when you put yourself into the equation.  Otherwise you 
remain a copy of someone else and that can never be the 
best you.  Part of the reason that this happens is that people 
can be afraid of trying something different or taking a risk.  
In his book “An Exploration at the Intersection of Magic and 
Theatre” acclaimed performer Rob Zabrecky encourages us 
to take more risks in our work.  He acknowledges how much 
easier it is to recite stock lines and pre-written scripts.  In his 
words:

 “What we risk and present now will define   
 VAIus tomorrow. 
 If it is fear that is holding you back, seek   
 therapy, and learn
 to risk.  There are plenty of other areas in   
 life to play it
 safe in.  Magic can be anything, yet so often   
 it is nothing. 
 Much of that nothingness is credited to the   
 fear of risk.”

So rather than performing a pre-made show in a box why not 
create something original yourself?  It will certainly take much 
more work but isn’t that always the way we should go?  How 
often has any real success come from taking shortcuts?

 So where to start?  I would start by looking at the magic 
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pieces that you already perform.  A 
performing inventory is always helpful 
as it will likely reveal something about 
you that you and your work that you 
might not be aware.   Perhaps, like me, 
it may reveal that I’m partial to certain 
kinds of effects and indeed I might have 
too many of some kinds of effects and 
not enough of others.  Your next step 
might be to become more familiar with 
the audiences of the type of shows that 
you want to perform.  Starting with your 
target and working backwards is always 
a much better way to go.  If its school 
shows then spend some time with a local 
teacher or by volunteering in a school 
to see what the schools of today are 
really like.  I’ve been in the school system 
for over 20 years and I can tell you 
that they definitely don’t look the same 
as you remember.  Students are not 
only learning different things they are 
learning differently.  Education is now far 
removed from the transmission method 
of instruction that many of us grew up 
with.  

Having said all of this they are a few 
resources out there that can help you in 
designing your own educational show.  
David Kaye’s book Seriously Silly is a 
great resource particularly on performing 
magic for children at different ages.  This 
is particularly important for schools that 
are K-7 and you have wide range in the 
ages of your audience.  I would also 
recommend the work of Jim Kleefeld 
and Danny Orleans who are both 
former educators.  Another performer/
creator I like is Doug Scheer who has a 
fun marketed effect called Punctuation 
Pandemonium.  This is a nice piece as 
he’s found a way to make this type of 
language learning fun.  Make sure its fun!  
Whatever you come up with I hope that 
you have fun designing and creating your 
own educational magic show. 

Remember, magic is education!

Jeff Christensen (M. Ed.)
www.MagicalEducator.com

http://www.MagicalEducator.com
http://www.magicnewzealand.com
http://www.MagicalEducator.com
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SHOW REVIEW

REMEMBERING
LEEMAN

BY CHRIS PHILPOT

Leeman and Blatter with Chris Philpott on ground.
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“ Of course they got a 
standing ovation and 
the video later went 

viral. 

In April 2018 staff writer Harry 
Monk attended a one-man 
show by New York magician 
Ben Robinson. Ben is author 
of several books including his 
latest trilogy on Wonderment, 
and this show proved to be 
filled not only with Wonder but 
also on-the-edge stories that 
captivated an entire audience.

I first met Leeman and David Blatter when I was doing an article 
for Magic Magazine on magic at Fringe festivals. Their show was 
great, but in person they were shy, unassuming guys. What struck 

me most was how hard they worked – searching for effects in the 
Castle library then trying out the effects in the museum, night after 
night. They sought out a mentor (Jon Armstrong) and really took his 
notes seriously. They brought an improvisational quality to magic 
and weren’t afraid to fail (an unusual quality in magicians, though I 
think it drove Jon mad). It’s an unusual path to professionalism, but 
it was one that put audience reactions front and center and yielded 
great results. I admired it. We became friends.

Later they asked to do one of my effects for their AGT audition – I 
agreed. The three of us waited for close to 12 hours before they were 
called to the stage. I remember asking Leeman, “What’s the plan B if 

Howie doesn’t let you touch his head?” He answered, “There’s no plan 
B.” He liked a bit of risk. I was nervous as I watched their performance 
from the wings, but they seemed so relaxed and natural on stage. Their 
banter with the judges was amazing. One of my favorite moments (cut 
from the version that aired) came after they explained how they met 
as street performers and Mel B asked, “Are you still street performers?” 
Leeman replied, “No, we perform in buildings now.”

Of course they did great, got a standing ovation (and the video later 
went viral). I saw them in a new light at that moment – I think a lot of 
magicians underestimated them having seen some of their failures 
in the museum and though I admired what they were doing, I think 
I underestimated them too. But at that moment I saw that they had 
blossomed into professional performers while still retaining an impro-
visational edge. After the show, we went to a bar feeling euphoric and 
hatched the idea of putting together a TV show.

That eventually led to us selling a pilot to the Syfy network. Making 
that pilot was maybe the most fun I’ve ever had on a shoot. A number 
of times I had to look away from the scene we were shooting for fear 
I’d break out laughing. We’d spend long days filming, then each night 
go back to my hotel room to drink scotch for a couple hours, do a 
post-mortem, but mostly just shoot the shit. One night, as I went out 
for more ice, Leeman used my phone to call for a 4 am wake up call. 
Fricken joker.
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Sadly, the show didn’t get picked up. A few months later, 
David and Leeman broke up. Leeman and I talked about 
working on other projects together but it was clear his 
self-confidence had taken a hit. He continued to work hard, 
performing at the museum, trying out new solo material, 
using the same loosey-goosey, try-anything strategy that 
had worked for him before. I felt he was on the verge of 
finding his voice as a solo performer.

The last time I saw him was two weeks ago at the Castle. We 
greeted each other with a hug and chatted, but I was with 
people and he was off to meet people – we said we’d find 
each other later that night, but never did.

Leeman was a good friend and one of the best people I’ve 
ever met. I can’t believe this has happened. I'm going to 
really miss him.

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
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Rom·a·ny
noun
noun: Romany; noun: Romani; plural noun: Romanis; plural noun: 
Romanies
 1. 1. 
the Indic language of the Gypsies, spoken in many dialects.

2. 
a Gypsy.

adjective
adjective: Romany; adjective: Romani
 1. 1. 
relating to Gypsies or their language.

3. 
ROMANY
The DIVA OF MAGIC
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BY PAUL ROMHANY

ROMANY is a professional magician who has just had her first 
book published, "Spun Into Gold." It's a book that talks about 

magic, dreams, reaching your goals and personal battles.

ROMANY
Diva of Magic

My first interaction with Romany was approximately eight 
years ago after somebody told me there was a magician 
in the UK using my name. Upon further investigation it 
became clear the name was spelled differently, mine is the 

original Hungarian spelling and it’s my family name ROMHANY, 
and Romany turned out to be a woman who changed her birth 
name legally to ROMANY. Our contact started a terrific friendship 
that lead to her writing articles for VANISH and more recently the 
release of her incredible book “Spun Into Gold.” It wasn’t until after 
reading her book I learned our paths crossed 21 years prior at FISM 
in Dresden, although I probably walked past her while she slept in 
her car - but you can read all about that in her book.

At this stage of her career she is riding the success train with gigs 
on high end cruise ships, private performances for Royalty includ-
ing Prince Charles and appearances on television, most recently 
Penn & Teller’s Fool Us and that’s within numerous other top 
profile appearances. 

Romany is:
 … the winner of the Golden Lion Award at the Las  
 Vegas World Magic Seminar
 … named The Magic Circle Stage Magician of the Year
 … winner of the International Brotherhood of Magi 
 cians First Prize
 … and one of only 200 magicians in the world invited to  
                  be a member of The Magic Circle Inner Circle with gold 

star for performance. 
And in her spare time she turned her house in to a private theatre/
studio which she opens up to the public and puts on performanc-
es, spending hours a day rehearsing new material to keep her act 
in tip top shape. The home theatre was described in an earlier 
article in VANISH.

I’ve just finished reading “Spun Into Gold” - The Secret life of A 
Female Magician, her incredible story which was published earlier 
this year. This book is an inspiring true narrative of a little girl who 
dreamed of standing centre stage in the brightest spotlights on 
Broadway, but as she says, “born the wrong shape, in the wrong 
town, and found herself living a life she never wished for.”

Her story is one of persistence and faith - deciding to walk stub-
bornly towards her heart’s desires and not stop until she accom-
plishes her goal, trusting the next step will appear - as if by magic. 
When I read her book I found elements I believe every magician 
can relate to. It’s about the paths we choose to take, the passion to 
follow our dreams and the hard journey to get there. Even when 
others look at us and say, ‘they’ve made it,’ there are still battles we 
fight privately nobody else knows which can often bring us down. 
The entertainment business is very fickle and you have to be a 
special kind of person to pursue it … stay the distance. Her writing 
is from the heart which she does with the same love and passion 
she has for magic. 

DREAM BIG
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"".I’d rather be writing. I’d like to get up in the morning and write

When you watch ROMANY - THE DIVA OF MAGIC - on stage you 
are watching a person who completely understands her character. 
I always wonder, if you take away the magic from a performer … 
could they still be entertaining - if the answer is YES then they un-
derstand the secret to any great act. In Romany’s case, just like Jeff 
Hobson, David Williamson, Jeff McBride … the answer is YES. It’s 
the character people want to see - the magic is almost secondary. 
If your magic is wonderful, too, it’s the icing on the cake, and in 
Romany’s case her magic is fantastic. When you read her book, and 
I highly suggest EVERYBODY read it because it’s not only filled with 
amazing stories, you will learn how she developed her character 
and how she worked incredibly hard to reach her goals. I’m not 
including her bio here, she delivers it beautifully in her book, so 
instead I asked some of her mentors for comments and put a Q&A 
together.

Your book has elements of things I feel a 
lot of performers can relate to as far as 
highs and lows in life and our careers -  
what inspired you to share your journey?

ROMANY (she referred us to The Epilogue of her book and granted 
us permission to reprint this)

Big Magic

“It’s not fair, everyone else is out at the beach enjoying the sum-
mer but I have to stay in and practice,” I whined. “It’s so stupid, I 
make things appear then vanish then appear again. It’s so boring.” 
I was in the middle of a session with Matthew, my life-coach. 
Probably fed up with me moaning, Matthew asked innocently, 
“Romany, if you weren’t practicing magic, what would you rather 
be doing?”

And this is what I said: “I’d rather be writing. I’d like to get up in the 
morning and write. I’d like to write all day.”

This was odd because I’d never thought of that before.
“So what’s stopping you?” he asked.
“No one wants to read my writing. No one’s going to pay me for 
writing.”

“How do you know?”
I’ve said it before: careful what you wish for; the angels are always 
listening.

As the words left my lips, magic swirled into action, forming a 
perfect golden spiral. Those golden cogs of momentum began to 
grind and whir, just like they always do.

After our session, I biked to the market for some veg. Cycling past 
a book shop, I saw a brightly coloured book with the words BIG 
MAGIC1 on the front. I screeched to a stop. It called to me as if it 
had a Buy Me label on it. I didn’t even bother flicking through. I 
paid for it, dropped it in my panniers, bought some fruit and went 
home. I made coffee, opened the book and didn’t stop reading un-
til I had gulped down the last page at a silly hour in the morning.

After a good chunk of sleep, I got up, made some coffee, got com-
fortable in my mother’s favourite antique Queen Anne chair, and 
started writing. 

And now here we are, you and me.

To the detriment of my magic practice and the firmness of my 

1 Written by Elizabeth Gilbert, author of Eat Pray Love.

perky posterior, I wrote all summer. I got up at 5 a.m. and wrote 
until late. I sat in the corner of the garden under the shade of the 
ivy and wrote, and then when the summer cooled, I went inside 
and carried on, looking out at the garden as the roses faded and 
dropped. Apart from my ever more numbing bum, I was happy. 
I wasn’t bothered about getting shows in the diary; I wanted to 
write more than anything else. So I did.

I started in August. By November, I’d written eighty-two thousand 
words.”

That’s what inspired me. But as the story of my life poured out, the 
motivation to be honest and authentic was fired and sustained by 
watching the TED talk of a s-hero of mine, Brené Brown, author of 

Questions with Romany

1

Romany's recently pub-
lished book Spun Into 
Gold is a story not just for 
magicians but for every 
person who has a dream 
and fights to reach their 
goals.

From her early days as a 
street performer to work-
ing a private performance 
for Prince Charles Romany 
shares her incredible jour-
ney in her new book.
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Rising Strong and Braving The Wilderness. 

Her talk  https://youtu.be/iCvmsMzlF7o  - 
watched by 8 million on YouTube -  is about 
shame and the damage it does. 

She says, “Owning our story can be hard 
but not nearly as difficult as spending our 
lives running from it. Embracing our vul-
nerabilities is risky but not nearly as dan-
gerous as giving up on love and belonging 
and joy—the experiences that make us the 
most vulnerable. Only when we are brave 
enough to explore the darkness will we 
discover the infinite power of our light.” 

I haven’t given you the complete picture. 
You’re missing a piece of the puzzle: the 
real catalyst, the slowly smoldering fuse, 

something I’ve kept secret for thirty-five 
years. Thirty-five years is a long time to 
keep a secret, even for a magician. Telling 
my truth in the book was a huge challenge. 
Terrifying. I knew it could cost me my 
career and perhaps damage my friend-
ships. But when I thought about so many 
people, probably young women who are 
struggling with similar issues, I wanted so 
passionately to help them that if it meant 
being despised or publicly criticized, it 
would be worth it. 
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All tied up!

"Knowing your character is the most important foundation of 
creating a magic act and the key to putting your own spin on 
magic classics."

It IS worth it. Ironically so far, people have been 
very kind but if or when I do get any hurtful 
comments, I’ll remember what Brené Brown has 
to say about that too. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=8-JXOnFOXQk “If you’re going to show 
up and be seen, there is only one guarantee, you 
are going to get your ass kicked. And if you not 
in the arena creating your own stuff, then I’m not 
interested in your feedback.”  

You seem to have a very 
strong concept of who your 
character is on stage - does 
this make it easier or harder 
to put magic into your show 
and how important is know-
ing your character?

ROMANY - Knowing your character makes ev-
erything much easier! When I started out, I spent 
more time developing the ‘Diva’ than anything 
else. How does she think, what does she want? 
How does she speak, how does she move, what 
does she believe, what does she care about? 
When I got to McBride’s Mystery School and per-
formed my work in progress, I honestly couldn’t 
do any magic at all but I had a whole act because 
I’d worked on my character. Knowing your charac-
ter is the most important foundation of creating 
a magic act and the key to putting your own spin 
on magic classics. 

Recently the BBC World 
Service made a radio 
documentary follow-
ing your journey to 
perform at The Magic 
Castle - and in particular 
a brand new effect you 

were working on. It was interesting to hear 
your progress, working on something new. Is 
there a set path you take when creating new 
concepts and adding them to your show?

ROMANY - If you listen to the program, which 
has 75 million listeners worldwide!, you’ll hear 
that there isn’t a set process, I do at all. Instead 
it’s organic, each step leads on to the next. I’ll 
have an initial idea and try a few things. Some-
things work, some not. Friends jump in with 
opinions and ideas, somethings work, some not. 
Onwards. You make a mirror, it’s too big, you 
make another, it’s too small. Each time you get 
excited that you’re getting somewhere but then 
you get a better idea. I find the whole process 
fascinating and frustrating in equal measure. 
You can’t rush things. A typical development of 
an idea and one that actually took place in the 
week before the Castle was this. A friend sug-
gested I put a drop down banner in my opening 
sequence. Great! I spent twelve hours making a 
hand-sewn one. I was really pleased with it until 
someone else pointed out that although the 
banner is a good idea, it should have ‘Romany’ 
written on it. Oh. I ditch the hand-sewn banner 
and research a way to make a new one. Another 
friend offers to make an electronic switch so 
they drop down magically. Great! Do I now need 
different banners? Maybe. Onwards! You have 

2

MAGIC CASTLE VIDEO CLIP

3
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PHOTOS BELOW:
1) Performing for Prince Charles
2) Early days of street performing as a stilt waker
3) IBM Magic Champion

to be willing to move on, to abandon work you’ve spent time and 
effort on, to ditch the good in search for the best. That new open-
ing act I did at the Castle last month is really in its initial stages, I 
imagine it will only be good after another year or so of develop-
ment. I love doing is twenty years in the making; I only found a 
great new line for it last year. This is the joy and fascination of our 
craft, never to be satisfied and always to be seeking a better way of 
creating magic. 

In your book you openly talk about seeking 
advice from others such as Max Maven, Jeff 
McBride and Eugene Burger to name a few. 
Many would be scared to seek out criticism 
of their act, or if they do and don't like what 
they hear they throw it all away - What ad-

vice or tips do you have for those who want to seek out advice as 
far as who to ask, how much to take in, and how much influence 
do they have? I notice you also seek advice from non-magicians 
which I have always felt very vital.

ROMANY - Yes, I’ve sought out professional direction from day 
one. McBride, Bob Fitch, Joanie Spina, Bob Percy, Max and others. 
Over the years, I’ve learned it’s important to be selective in what 
advice to follow. You have to find the people that really see YOU, 
who help you amplify who you are and what you are seeking to 
create with your magic and performance. Many magicians spend 
a lot of money on tricks but are reluctant to hire a director. I’d say a 
director is essential to help you get to where you’d like your magic 
to be. I’m lucky to be able to spend my own money on direction, 
but when I look back, every dollar spent was super worth it. My 
dream now is to create a real full evening show working with a top 
director. Forget diamonds and fast cars, that would be my idea of 
wealth and fun. 

You are a female in a male-dominated 
world. I've always had the impression, 
myself, that a magician is a magician, 
neither female or male. How hard, or 
easy, has it been to fit into this business 
and does gender even come in to play as 
a magician?

ROMANY - I agree. A magician is a magician regardless of gender. 
We’re not athletes, men and women magi have the same poten-
tial. It’s annoying that people compare female magicians against 
each other rather than against all magicians. Magicians are artists 
not sprinters. I want to create the best magic I can and I want to 
see my magic friends doing the same. Your luck depends on your 
ability in the long run, if you have a good act, you’ll get booked. As 
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to how hard or easy it was to fit in, in my case, that didn’t depend on anyone 
other than me. I was the one who either slowed down or sabotaged my 
progress or got anywhere depending on my own thinking and behavior.

Your book is filled with amazing stories showing that 
you are a person who is extremely dedicated to the 
craft. Can you share the story about the time you slept 
in the car at FISM in Dresden. The only reason I ask is 
that I was at the convention and chances are we prob-
ably met or I probably walked past you asleep in the car.

ROMANY - (excerpt from book) To my huge excitement, I discovered that 
that summer FISM was being held in Dresden, Germany. I asked if I could 
work as an interpreter in return for a free pass. My French and Italian were 
adequate, although my German was still basic. Someone agreed and I drove 
down. I didn’t have enough money for a hotel, so I slept in my car, parked on 
the double yellow lines outside the convention centre, my glove compart-
ment full of screwed-up parking tickets. I took a shower at the local swim-
ming pool and cleaned my teeth in McDonald’s.

At the convention, the organisers gave me and the rest of the support team 
a name tag, a blue waistcoat and a specific duty. My job was to stand outside 
the lecture rooms, keep an eye on the queue, then open the doors to let the 
magicians in at the right time, but as soon as I opened the doors, I ripped off 
my blue waistcoat and raced to sit gleefully in the middle seat of the front 
row.

I was a sponge, fresh to this fascinating world of stage magic, greedily drink-
ing it all in. The best magicians in the world were there: Cellini, John Carney, 
David Williamson, Eugene Burger. Each had a nugget of gold to share. David 
Williamson, a giant comic genius, said something so important I’ve never 
forgotten it. “Imagine if Michael Jackson or Meryl Streep were to perform 
just one trick. Imagine how they would polish it to the limit of its possibil-
ity. Take one trick. Make it your greatest gift to the audience. Then, and only 
then, are you ready to perform.”

So yes, I slept in my car. It wasn’t a big car but I put the front seat down. 
I was parked right outside the convention centre. One night a magician 
kindly said that he wasn’t using his hotel room (maybe he had got lucky 
somewhere else!). He gave me his room key but I got the room number 
wrong and couldn’t get in so I laid down in the corridor to sleep. The trouble 
was that everyone else coming in later thought I was dead, screamed and 
woke me up. At the next FISM in Holland, I still couldn’t afford a hotel, so I 
camped in a tent at a local campsite and biked in and out. On the way in one 
day, the heavens opened. When I arrived I was so drenched that I literally 
had to wring my clothes out in the restrooms. I rejoined the thousands of 
magicians thinking to myself that not one of them could magic me up some 
dry clothes. When I expressed as much to a strange looking man dressed in 
black with eye-liner and a widow’s peak hair-do, he smiled, vanished and 
re-appeared with a steaming cup of coffee. “But I can bring you this.” He said. 
Max Maven of course. If you want to know what happened next, ha! you can 
read the book! 

There will be younger readers out there, 
both female and male, who are possibly 
at the position you were at in their 
late teens early 20s. If you could 
look back and give yourself 
advice as a young 20 years 
old what would it be?

ROMANY - I would say, don’t be in such a 
hurry! You’re not here to ‘get it done’. Noth-
ing is really that important. Now I like to 
think of life as a game. Winning doesn’t 
matter, what is ‘winning’ anyway? I 
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thought I had to ‘make it’ before I was thirty 
and often beat myself up that I hadn’t. Now 
I’m older I’ve realized the best thing is the 
journey not the arrival. Plus, YOU decide 
how you’d like your life to be. Make up your 
own rules! As Eugene Burger always said, 
“You are the magician of your own life.” 
What do YOU want to create? Decide and 
do it. Lighten up, have fun! Having fun is 
the best way to get stuff done.  

Oh and here’s one of my favourite quotes 
again from Liz Gilbert. “Recognizing that 
people's reactions don't belong to you 
is the only sane way to create. If people 
enjoy what you've created, terrific. If 
people ignore what you've created, too 

bad. If people misunderstand what you've 
created, don't sweat it. And what if people 
absolutely hate what you've created? What 
if people attack you with savage vitriol, 
and insult your intelligence, and malign 
your motives, and drag your good name 
through the mud? Just smile sweetly and 
suggest - as politely as you possibly can - 
that they go make their own fucking art. 
Then stubbornly continue making yours.”  I 
love that! 

Your book is also 
about a personal 
struggle. We don't 
have to go into it 
here because you are 
very open and honest 
about it in your book, 

and it is something you still have to work 
through today. You opened up my eyes 
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to what you go through and I feel many 
people suffer from something. Often we 
don't share our struggles because we feel 
people don't want to know or care.  The 
power of your book is not ONLY that it is 
a great read for magicians but also very 
inspiring and you showed how it affects 
you personally. If you could reach out to 
somebody who needs help or is looking 
for help with something they suffer from 
what would it be?

ROMANY - The Buddhists say, “Life is 
suffering.” It’s true. Life isn’t fair, we get ill, 
people we love die. Everyone has their 
personal struggles. The thing that helped 
and still helps me most is the philosophy 
to reach for a slightly better thought and 
a better feeling. Not a drastically better 
thought; you can’t get to happy from 
unhappy, it’s too big of a jump. But if 
you’re struggling, you can look about you 
for something to admire or be grateful 
for. Maybe because it’s a nice sunny day. 
Maybe just because you have shoes. 
You can blink! Something, anything. The 
practice of being grateful is the most pro-
found and life changing habit I’ve found 

and the biggest thing that has changed my 
life for the better. Little steps of deliber-
ately practicing gratitude consistently 
is the best advice I would give anyone. I 
could say more but there is information in 
books and on the internet that will explain 
it better. Google ‘gratitude’, work on finding 
what makes you happy, concentrate on 
that, make that your work.
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BOB FITCH

BOB FITCH has helped 
many stars fine tune 
their performances. 
ROMANY has worked 
closely with Bob to help 
her reach her dreams. 

In last month's issue of Vanish, Romany 
said some very nice things about my 
work coaching her performance act. 

For that I am very grateful. She is a gifted, 
gracious and very talented performer. In 
my Performance Workshops I stress that 
"One must be ALIVE. If you FEEL it and 
PRESENT it, then the audience will FEEL it 
and FEED it back to you. Its the inseparable 
give and take bond between the audience 
and the performer. You must experience 
it BEFORE the audience can experience 
it. Make them SEE it. Does it EXCITE you? 
Don't explain...take them there." Why do I 
say this? Because Romany does this 100% 
of the time. See her in action and you will 
know what I'm talking about.

What does one say after seeing a ROMANY 
show? ... CAPTIVATED? You bet! ..... SMIT-
TEN? Without a doubt!....ASTONISHED? 
Yes...and fooled too! ENTERTAINED? You 
have to ask? .... YES, And? ENCHANT-
ED!..... WHY? Because she took me some-
place! Like Alice in Wonderland, she took 
me to this secret place where, let's say, my 
secret adult child could be free to laugh 
and play. 

She shared something special with 
me (and the obvious extension...her 
audience)...i.e. her DREAMS.  She seemed 
to be totally fancy free and very simply cre-
ated a special and very private place where 
one's own heart ...can SING. This is a very 
rare experience place in the theatre where 
so many exhibit a self-consciousness that 

detracts from the story or feeling that's 
meant to be created. Its the essence of art.

So working with her seemed effortless. 
She had a strong desire; a wish to always 
be better...to improve her act and her 
material...to discover her deeper self...to 
make better magic...and she did it all with 
boundless energy. She was unafraid to step 
up to the next rung; certainly not afraid 
of failure. because as we both believe...
There's no such thing as failure because its 
really ...discovery! And with her unfailing 
memory for detail, she truly displayed an 
amazing life force.

My job seemed easy. I felt that I helped to 
strengthen and showcase other aspects of 
her character, i.e. her humor, her serious 
side, her interests, her concerns, her hu-
manity. In short, a very real Romany. So you 
don't just watch her, you are captivated 
by her, i.e her energy, her character, her 
enthusiasm and her freedom of expres-
sion. I think one feels a bit of envy, because 
it all seems so easy for her to do. Unseen 
perhaps is a very keen mind that knows 
what works for her. 

If I could bottle that and give it to everyone 
I work with, I would. And to think....that she 
does this...as a woman! In this profession 
which has always been dominated by men 
is truly ground breaking. Because it meant 
surviving the put downs, the sexist com-
ments, the dismissals, the closed minds...

about women in magic!  The SECRET?  She 
doesn't just do Magic...she does Theater 
(which increases the dramatic impact of 
Magic!)

In reading her book, SPUN INTO GOLD, 
which you must read and gift to any young 
woman who wants to do magic or frankly, 
any endeavor that requires patience, hard 
work, failures and a very deep need to suc-
ceed. Romany's dreams, prayers and deep 
faith have enabled and sustained her
in this difficult endeavor. As she says, 
"Always believe that something WONDER-
FUL is just about to happen." (A quote she 
got from a TED talk by Elizabeth Gilbert 
entitled "Big Magic").

I personally have always felt that when we 
do the best that's in us, we've expressed 
something spiritual, i.e. "the love within us 
will shine". Or its “creative living past fear!" 
If we all want to reach that higher rung, we 
have to leave the lower rung we've been 
standing on for so many years. Its a perfect 
metaphor for someone who's achieved 
that...namely ROMANY!  

Without that spirit, she could not have 
won the IBM Stage Award - the Magic 
Circle Stage Magician of the Year Award, 
the Las Vegas World Magic Seminar Award 
(Siegfried & Roy), performance for Penn 
&  Teller's "Fool Us",   Star on World Cruise 
Lines. I wish her even more happiness and 
success.  And......you have to see her!
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I’ve known of Romany - The Diva of Magic - for about 
five years now, and have magically communicated 
with her on a regular basis for the last two. And yet, 

we’ve never met face to face. She resides on the other 
side of the “pond” – however, geographically I am prob-
ably closer to her than most other folks in the USA … 
currently living in Maine. 

… when I first laid eyes on Romany I was floored. Her ap-
pearance is stunning - her gloriously bright pink corseted 
costume, her incredible smile, perfectly coiffed hair, 
beautiful wide eyes, impeccable make-up, perfect figure 
and I must add … gorgeous legs! All of which she has 
transformed into an amazing on-stage character.

… she is charmingly funny with a titillating seductive 
comedic wit that catches you by surprise and causes au-

aka DAMEON

diences to burst out laughing throughout 
her performance. 

… and to top it all off, her magic is tremen-
dous to say the least, moments of pure 
draw dropping wonderment. Which, and 
I know for a fact, Romany researches, cre-
ates, discusses, builds, writes, re-writes and 
then endlessly rehearses to the nth degree. 
The effortless timing and flawless presenta-
tion you see only come from her countless 
hours rehearsing until the presentation 
feels right, then performed and tweaked 
over and over until the routine is Romany-
ized to perfection.

… I encouraged her to contact and work 
with Bob Fitch (last months VANISH cover), 
something we discussed as one of her 
things to do in the near future. Without 
further hesitation she contacted Bob and 
booked a one-on-one multi-day session in 
Canada. Romany came away from the Fitch 
experience thoroughly excited, delighted 
and eager to enhance and take her perfor-
mances to another level.

… she is relentless in pursuit of her goals. 

One recently completed is her terrific book 
“Spun into Gold.” We discussed it numerous 
times as she was writing. I had the privilege 
of seeing advanced versions, reading a 
chapter or two before the next iteration 
happened, usually over night. Romany 
is meticulous and spared no expense to 
reach her publishing goal seeking out 
and hiring whomever it took to assist 
her to create the best product possible. I 
highly recommend her book. You will be 
astounded, delighted, moved, enchanted 
and mesmerized by her journey.

… Romany is the complete package, 
talented, vivacious, incredibly clever … 
someone who knows herself and what 
she wants to accomplish. Even with all 
her recent attention/success she remains 
extremely humble, thoughtful, kind and 
understanding. 

… I am totally enamored with Romany, and 
yet, we’ve never met face to face.

… wow, Romany!
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• What would you do if you knew you could not fail? 

• What would your show look like if you could do everything you can  

 imagine without limitations? 

• What audience would you love to have? Which type of theatre/  

 audience: huge, tiny, touring or street would you prefer? 

• What would you like critics to say about you and your magic?

• What companions and environment would you like to be sur  

 rounded by? 

• What is your greatest idea of the best fun ever? 

• If someone waved a magic wand and transformed your life into ‘  

 Amazing & Joyful & Satisfying,’ what would it look like? Be specific! 

• If you could give back to the world in the most effective and fun   

 way you could, what would that look like? 

For example…  (and note that it’s a good idea to put your 
dreams in the present tense!) Mine might be: Wouldn’t it 
be amazing if my book got on best-seller lists all over the 
world, inspiring people to dream again and have cour-
age! Wouldn’t it be amazing to work with a brilliant and 
fun director to shape my show into a wonderful, popular 
theatrical night on Broadway! Wouldn’t it be brilliant if 
Walkabout (husband) and Bongo (dog) are with me having 
a great time doing their thing too! Wouldn’t it be cool if we 
live in or near a wonderful Buddhist centre and Bongo has 
great places to walk and swim. Wouldn’t it be wonderful 
that I adore performing my show, it’s funny and inspir-
ing and beautiful. I have great fun audiences and enjoy 
meeting them afterwards. Walkabout and I have lots of 
fantastic friends and places to go dancing and enjoy great 
vegan food. I have a hilarious hunky personal trainer that 
I love running and training with. Wouldn’t it be brilliant if I 
did a great TED talk that really helps people! I love working 
as a speaker and perform my show for conferences too. 
Would’t it be great to be really slim, fit, healthy and full of 
energy, etc. etc. 

You get the idea! Find the key words that you prefer, mine 
are Fun & Easy!  The more often you do an exercise like 
this, the more you will discover what you’d really like to 
create. Maybe you won’t manifest all of it, but you can take 
the essence and weave that into your life where you are 
right now. 

Get
BIGGER  
   Dreams
BY ROMANY 
DIVA OF MAGIC
Top Tip! When you answer these question, 
preface your answer with ‘Wouldn’t it be 
great if…’ This prevents your inner cynic from 
grumpily stomping his/her feet and pre-
empting this exercise with pessimism and 
doubt! 
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A Visit to 
The Magic 
Chicago Lounge

By Nick Lewin

For many years I have been impressed both 
by the number and quality of the smaller 
magic venues that have been springing 
up and flourishing throughout America. It 
has been quite revealing how very popular 
these more intimate magic shows have 
been with the general public.  Just within 
California Steve Spill’s Magicopolis, Gerry 
Griffin’s California Magic Dinner Theater, 
Jay Alexander’s Marrakech Magic The-
ater, and Steve Mitchell’s Junkyard Magic 
have all developed strong followings and 
proven to be very popular spots to catch 
some great magic. The story is the same 
across the entire United States and I antici-
pate this trend to continue in the foresee-
able future. 
Elsewhere in the country Wizardz, Monday 
Night Magic, Wonderground, The Mystery 
Lounge, Smoke and Mirrors and other 
venues remain enthusiastically attended 

hot spots to see a great magic show. It is 
not just spectators who profit from these 
venues, this access to real-world audiences 
has been a wonderful boon for magicians 
wanting to improve their performing skills. 
In recent memory, the only major magical 
failure I can recall was the overly ambitious 
Caesars Palace’s Magic Empire in Las Vegas, 
which definitively proved bigger is not 
always better. Magic is one art form that 
frequently proves that an intimacy with the 
audience can be highly advantageous to all 
concerned. As one of the legendary magic 
cities it was definitely time for Chicago 
to up its game and jump decisively into 
the race, and it has done so with the most 
ambitious magic project this side of the 
venerable Magic Castle. The Chicago Magic 
Lounge has style and panache to spare and 
has been a tremendous success since it 
opened its doors on February 22ndof this 
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year. Susan and I visited the Lounge with Sandy 
Marshall on a recent trip to the Windy City.
Situated at 5050, N. Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois, 
The Magic Lounge occupies the original location 
of a 1940’s era commercial laundry. When you first 
arrive at the Lounge a speakeasy-style entrance to 
the location is the first surprise that greets a visitor, 
and is very, very cool; in honesty, it makes the slid-
ing bookcase that guards the Magic Castle seem 
pretty hokey. It would be unfair, albeit extremely 
tempting, to describe all the details involved in 
entering the Lounge as it certainly sets the stage 
for the fun evening that follows. However, I will 
let you explore this entertaining divertissement 
personally when you have a chance to visit the 
Lounge for yourself. Once you enter the inner 
sanctum of the C.M.L. you find yourself in David’s 
Bar, a sophisticated art deco speakeasy-style bar 
that features close-up magic in a nicely designed 
performance area housed within the confines of 
the bar. The area holds 34 people who can enjoy 
signature cocktails as they watch some excel-
lent close-up performers and bar style magicians 
rotating throughout the evening. The night we 
attended Jeff Bibik and Deven Brown were doing 
a great job entertaining the crowds in the bustling 
Performance Bar.
Nestled next to David’s Bar is the Chicago Round 
Table Library, which takes its name from the world-
famous magician’s luncheon group that in former 
times gathered to admire Harry Blackstone, Jay 
Marshall, Bert Allerton, Matt Schulien, Ed Marlo 
and various other luminaries’ latest feats of sleight 
of hand. Behind appropriately locked cabinet 

doors are magic books from the library of Walter Gibson 
available for the legitimate magicians connected with 
the Lounge. Here and elsewhere in the Lounge the 
walls are adorned with historic and original artwork 
and posters. The décor manages to remain pleasantly 
contemporary in spite of the various antique elements, 
I found this very agreeable and to my mind preferable 
to the ‘faux Victorian’ appearance that seems to be stan-
dard fare whenever magic is involved. This outer ring 
of the Lounge is a perfect spot to meet up with friends 
and savor a cocktail or two before entering the next 
performance areas of the Magic Lounge. 
 
Upon leaving David’s Bar (going any further requires 
a paid admission of about $35-$55 for the Signature 
Show) your next stop is The Harry Blackstone Cabaret, 
which is the main performance area in the Lounge. This 
elegant cabaret/nightclub style showroom houses 120 
people in comfortable seating, in which everyone has a 
great view of the stage. The show we attended featured 
Nick Lacapo and James Sanden who combined talents 
to present an enjoyable one-hour show. The musical 
MC was John Sturk and his good-natured authority 
as host combined with his skill behind his keyboards 
added greatly to the performance. It was great to see 
live music incorporated as a part of the entertainment 
program. 
The Harry Blackstone Cabaret is substantially larger than 
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the Magic Castle’s Palace of Mysteries but very much designed 
as a cabaret with continuous cocktail/food service. The access to 
the audience was excellent but from the mezzanine one rather 
lost track of any performer who ventured too far back into the 
main body of the showroom. For sheer enjoyment, I actually feel 
that the less expensive seating on the floor holds some definite 
advantages over the mezzanine location. To my performer’s eyes, 
it also seemed that the stage might require a (or a more dedi-
cated) backstage staff member to facilitate the setup and striking 
of props for the show. On this particular night, both performers 
seemed more concerned with clearing their props than taking an 
effective bow after their sets, which is a shame as both received 
excellent reactions. These are still early days though and I am sure 
that these kinds of details will soon be resolved. Throughout the 
week there are various types of events, including a family show, 
featured in the entertainment line up. To get further details about 
performers, times and pricing I suggest you consult the Lounge’s 
website at https://www.chicagomagiclounge.com
After watching the Signature Show, we were part of the lucky ones 
who, for an additional $10 charge, move deeper into the Lounge 
to the 654 Club, their nicely appointed formal close-up gallery. Yes, 
that’s right the 654 Club is named after the club in the famous Sam 
The Bellhop routine. This showroom seats 43 guests and is nice, 
and spaciously, designed to make viewing sleight of hand magic 
intimate and enjoyable. We saw a performance by Frank Foti 
whose combination of strong magic and a very likable performing 
style reverberated extremely well with the audience. The perform-
ing area in Club 654 is poised in size somewhere between the 
Close-Up Gallery and the Parlor of Prestidigitation at the Magic 
Castle. If this space is going to be primarily devoted to table work 
then it would certainly add some visual punch if video assist was 
added to the proceedings.
What I found most interesting throughout the evening was the 
youthful and highly enthusiastic audience that the Lounge at-
tracted. I got the impression that the club’s demographic was 
that of Millenniums and younger generations that have grown 
up as Harry Potter fans since their early years. Proudly flying 
their Muggle flags, the audiences were great magical spectators 
and seemed to be wildly enthusiastic about all the magic they 
witnessed throughout the evening. This enthusiasm was conta-
gious and as a somewhat jaded magician, it was very enjoyable 
to be part of the freshness that this youthful dynamic presented. 
The Lounge has enjoyed capacity attendance since their opening 
in February and I predict it will gracefully transit from its current 
“latest thing” success into becoming a very strong and long-term 
player in the Chicago nightlife scene.  
Food and drink prices are very reasonable at The Chicago Magic 
Lounge and I highly recommend that if you find yourself in Chi-
cago you take the time to visit it. We had a very enjoyable evening 
and the overall friendliness and casual good nature of everyone 
involved in the Lounge was a strong plus point. The venue has 
found a surprisingly sweet spot in its size and format, which 
coupled with well-planned showrooms and general design make 
it a great destination for the magically inclined. I certainly wouldn’t 
be surprised to find this format duplicated in other major cities 
across the United States that have the local talent to maintain an 
effective roster of magical performers. The Lounge seems to have 
established a business plan that is welcoming local magicians 
as the mainstay of their talent pool and combined with their at-
tendee demographic this seems like a pretty good move. To read 
more about the Lounge and the various other elements it contains 
I suggest you check out their website at https://www.chicago-
magiclounge.com
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Much like the virtual “cloud” storage areas 
of cyberspace, Colin Cloud’s mind is
mysterious, ethereal, and to those that wit-
ness his performance - an endless 
syphon of their secret thoughts and 
password-protected information.

Colin Cloud is arguably the top mentalist 
working today. Watching hundreds
of his performances during the last two 
seasons of The Illusionists touring show,
I can tell you that I’ve never witnessed so 
much positive audience reactions to
mentalism. That last statement needs clari-
fication; there’s much more than just
mentalism happening when Colin is on 
stage.

Each of his performances is really a master-
class on showmanship, character
and audience management. Every moment 
is planned although you’d never
suspect it. Colin orchestrates his move-
ments, lines, sleights, and quips like 
a world-class symphony conductor. How-
ever, don’t be surprised if he decides
to take an extra bridge during a live show 
in a direction even unknown to him.
But don’t worry. Even a jazzed version of a 
Colin Cloud show is better than most
others’ planned shows. He’s 100% commit-
ted to audience enjoyment and no
one gets out of the theater disappointed.

Watch this interview and get inside of Colin 
Cloud’s………….cloud.

JEFF HOBSON - THE INTERVIEW SERIES

COLIN CLOUD
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REAL WORLD MAGIC - JIM SISTI

By all reports, the world’s 
economies are start-
ing to bounce back a 

bit from the cataclysms that 
began just about a decade 
ago. As you no doubt recall, 
many large companies were 
caught having ridiculously 
extravagant outings and 
events while their stock hold-
ers were standing there with 
their hands out. This malevo-
lent behavior coming to light, 
while a good thing for sure, 
had an unfortunate side effect 
in that many corporations 
immediately began to dial 
back anything that could be 
construed as an unnecessary 
waste of money, thus many 
performers who specialized 
in working corporate events 
suddenly found themselves 
with a significant reduction in 
bookings. Again, things now 
seem to be bouncing back to a 
certain degree so if you enjoy 
working for sophisticated and 
appreciative adult audienc-
es—and have a presentation 
that is up to the somewhat 
demanding standards of this 
market—corporate magic 
might be something for you to 
consider. 

If you’re new to the corporate 
magic market, let’s go over 
some of the basics. In this 
market, the corporate party—or 
business function, as they are 
alternately called—is the most 
common place that a magician 
will find himself performing. 
Let’s start off by discussing how 
one gets this kind of work in the 
first place. This seems to be very 
enigmatic for a lot of perform-
ers. As a matter of fact, one of 
the most frequent questions 
my dear friend and business 
partner, Richard Osterlind, gets 
asked by other performers is 
how one gets their proverbial 
foot in the door in the corporate 
market. 

You will get some calls from 
companies looking for enter-
tainment if you’ve done any 
kind of marketing. A good first 
step is to make sure you have a 
corporate-friendly web site, free 
from bunny rabbits, top hats, 
gaudy Flash animations, cheesy 
MIDI music, and any clichéd 

THE CORPORATE SHUFFLE (1)
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"CORPORATE PEOPLE TEND TO LISTEN TO OTHER CORPORATES SO MAINTAINING A LIST 
OF REFERENCES IS A VALUABLE TOOL THAT CAN SEAL THE DEAL IN MANY, MANY CASES."

verbiage that would leave a potential client 
with the impression that you’re a generic 
magician rather than a specialist in the cor-
porate entertainment field. Unless you’re 
a web site designer, don’t be misled into 
thinking you can put together a web site 
aimed at the corporate market by using 
some fill-in-the-blank template. The best 
approach is to treat your web site as you 
would any other promotional tool such 
as a business card or brochure and pay 
someone who knows what they’re doing to 
design it for you. Once your site is live, you 
might also want to investigate Google Ad-
Words or other similar paid search engine 
services that can go a long way in helping 
your target clients find your site. You’ll also 
want to make sure that your site has its 
SEO (search engine optimization) together. 
Developing a mailing list of potential 
clients and using well-designed, targeted 
postcards (again, unless you’re a designer, 
pay a professional to do this for you) is 
another way to get your message in front 

of the companies you want to work for. 
There are many mailing list services who 
can supply lists of corporations in the 
geographic area you’re willing to travel in. 
Of course, persistence is the key with this 
approach and even after several mailings, 
those who market this way consider a one 
to two-percent response to any mailing 
fairly successful. 

If you’re booking these types of shows 
directly, rather than working through an 
agent or party planner, you should have a 
list of references that you can supply from 
other corporate clients you’ve worked for. 
Obviously, this list should be generated 
from shows you’ve performed that were 
very well-received and successful. Also, 
you should ask the client’s permission 
before handing out their contact informa-
tion to any inquirers. You’ll find, however, 
that corporate people tend to listen to 
other corporates so maintaining a list of 
references is a valuable tool that can seal 

the deal in many, many cases. 

The lion’s share of corporate work will most 
certainly come from agents and event 
planners. So, as an adjunct to your direct 
marketing efforts, it certainly makes sense 
to target these people, also. That means 
putting together a mailing list of all the 
talent agents (particularly those who spe-
cialize in providing entertainment to the 
corporate sector—a simple phone call can 
clear that up) and event planners in your 
target area and sending them a press kit 
or any promotional items you have along 
with a cover letter. Make sure to follow up 
your mailing with a phone call. You will 
also probably need to put together an 
“agent-friendly” web site that doesn’t have 
any direct contact information for you but 
is, rather, a page an agent or party planner 
can send a potential client to learn more 
about you without fearing that the client 
will cut around them and get in touch with 
you directly. 
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Before we leave the subject of agents and 
party planners, we should touch on the 
subject of the fee. While fees vary widely 
depending on what part of the world 
you’re in, you should always quote your 
normal fee to an agent; in other words, the 
amount of money you’re happy walking 
away with. Of course, the agent will mark 
up your fee when quoting to the client, 
and in some cases, the agent will be up-
front about how much that markup will be. 
In other cases, however, the agent will treat 
that as privileged information between 
him and his client. The bottom line here 
is that if the agent doesn’t volunteer this 
information, as long as you’re getting the 
money you want, you’re better off not 
knowing what the deal was on his side. 
Take the check and say thank you. 

Regarding the events themselves, they, like 
house parties, will usually involve perform-
ing either strolling magic, a stand-up show, 
or a combination of the two. It’s also been 
my experience that corporate work usually 
falls into one of the following three general 
categories. It can be a social gathering 
that either precedes or, more commonly, 
follows a business-related activity such as 
a meeting or planning session, a holiday-
related affair, or, finally, an awards function 
where certain employees are feted for 

either outstanding service or a long tenure 
with the company. There are always excep-
tions, of course, but most corporate parties 
can easily be categorized into these three 
admittedly broad subsets. 

Next month, in Part 2, we’ll talk about the 
logistics of actually working a corporate 
event.

R O B I N S O N  W I Z A R D ’ S

 MAGIC ENCYCLOPEDIA

Jim Sisti has been performing magic for over 
30 years and his career has taken him from 
local nightspots, trade shows, amusement 
parks and restaurants to the off-Broadway 
stage. Following a 12-year career as a 
popular Connecticut radio personality, he 
turned to magic full time and now, his client 
list boasts numerous Fortune 500 companies 
and even a celebrity or two, including actor 
Richard Dreyfuss.

Jim’s articles, columns and effects have 
appeared in MAGIC, Genii, MUM, and 
Apocalypse. The Magic Menu, the periodical 
he created specifically for restaurant and 
bar magicians, was published for a very 
respectable eleven years and even now, the 
large hardbound compilations continue to 
be best sellers and are a continual source of 
reference and inspiration to close-up workers 
worldwide.

Jim also works as a freelance copywriter for 
L&L Publishing and is responsible for writing 
a good percentage of the advertising, DVD, 
and book jacket copy for the company. Also, 
over the last decade, Jim has edited and pub-
lished Richard Osterlind’s best-selling books 
and appeared with Richard in a number 
of enormously popular instructional DVDs 
iIn addition to appearing in them, he also 
directed Richard’s last four independently-
produced DVD projects, and many more.
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Before we leave the subject of agents and 
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R O B I N S O N  W I Z A R D ’ S

 MAGIC ENCYCLOPEDIA

Jim Sisti has been performing magic for over 
30 years and his career has taken him from 
local nightspots, trade shows, amusement 
parks and restaurants to the off-Broadway 
stage. Following a 12-year career as a 
popular Connecticut radio personality, he 
turned to magic full time and now, his client 
list boasts numerous Fortune 500 companies 
and even a celebrity or two, including actor 
Richard Dreyfuss.

Jim’s articles, columns and effects have 
appeared in MAGIC, Genii, MUM, and 
Apocalypse. The Magic Menu, the periodical 
he created specifically for restaurant and 
bar magicians, was published for a very 
respectable eleven years and even now, the 
large hardbound compilations continue to 
be best sellers and are a continual source of 
reference and inspiration to close-up workers 
worldwide.

Jim also works as a freelance copywriter for 
L&L Publishing and is responsible for writing 
a good percentage of the advertising, DVD, 
and book jacket copy for the company. Also, 
over the last decade, Jim has edited and pub-
lished Richard Osterlind’s best-selling books 
and appeared with Richard in a number 
of enormously popular instructional DVDs 
iIn addition to appearing in them, he also 
directed Richard’s last four independently-
produced DVD projects, and many more.

http://www.allmagic.com


MAGIC CLUBS
THE RESPONSE CONTINUES ...

Words: PAUL ROMHANY

THE RESPONSE continues to come in from my original article 
which appeared in Edition 43 of VANISH asking the question 
if Magic Clubs are Still Relevant today? There has been some 
passionate debate on this subject on Social Media as well 
as in correspondence I've received. Magic Clubs are trying 
to survive in this modern day and age with the younger 
generation more interested in instant access to everything 
and seeking out friends online. The idea of a club that gets 
together every month seems foreign to many however grow-
ing up as I did it was something I looked forward to.

The following article comes from Lee Alex and in this you 
will read how important clubs were for him growing up and 
shaping his magic. If you have something to offer we'd love 
to hear from you,

I grew up with magic in a time when orders were paid for by postal 
order, sent off on a printed form filled out by hand. A supply of 
blank order forms was always sent with the monthly magic maga-
zine, which would be delivered regular as clockwork, no matter 
the season, by a postman in uniform. You could count the days to 
when said orders would be delivered, along with original instruc-
tions hand-typed, and more blank order forms. You were lucky if 
you received clearly readable instructions obviously typed with 
a freshly inked ribbon, as opposed to those lethargically typed at 
the end of a long day when the ink had almost but dried up.
I don’t recall exactly how my interest in magic bloomed. I had 
always dabbled since a very young age, having been scared to 
death at the age of three by a “wizard”, overcoming that fear a year 
later, where I was enthusiastically up on stage helping the same 

BY LEE ALEX
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One thing in common 
with all the clubs is 
the welcoming spirit 
combined with the 
enthusiasm to learn.

EDITORS OPINION

“magician” with a “coins across” routine. 
My father had located to Yorkshire before 
we moved as a family. He stayed with the 
landlady who had taught him a card trick 
which he proudly showed to me upon our 
next meeting. Our new neighbor across the 
street gifted a number of antique magic 
tricks, as did the neighbor at the back of 
our house; a fine wooden finger chopper, 
a silver cigarette case drawer box, a stack 
of hollow British pennies which housed a 
die – these were the items I have the most 
vivid memories of.

I took it upon myself to call a local magi-
cian at random. The same night my parents 
received a call back. They knew nothing 
about my courageous call, or my dismay 
at the magician not being there to speak 
to, but it all worked out very well. At the 
end of the conversation I learned that we 
were to go to the local magic society’s next 
monthly meeting.

Finally the night arrived and my father 
drove me to the meeting. After a brief 
introduction, the formalities were arranged 
and I became a fully paid up member of 

the junior section of the York Society of 
Magicians.

Over the months I was encouraged by the 
long-standing magician members. Many 
were local working professionals, others 
amateurs or hobbyists. Outside of the 
society meetings the occasional member 
invited us junior members to their homes. 
They knew once a month was not enough 
for enthusiastic, impatient magician stu-
dents. This helped develop stronger friend-
ships along with learning more magic. 
The society held annual competitions and 
the juniors were always encouraged to 
participate.

We were introduced to the Scarborough 
Magic Circle junior members. We would 
have a regular friendly stage competition 
and travel alternately between York and 
Scarborough for the public event. Not only 
was I developing a social circle outside of 
school, I was able to nurture my magic and 
experience reactions from a real live, pay-
ing audience.

I learnt of the Northern Magic Circle, based 
in Newcastle. They organized an annual 
convention, the Easter Parade, held in Har-
rogate, just four miles from where I lived. 
The Parade was always very well attended 
and I got to witness, meet and perform 
with many great magicians to whom I 
looked up to. The majority has sadly passed 
away, but a handful is still very much active 
today. 

The courage I gained from the  society per-
formances, theater productions and count-
less birthday and Christmas shows led me 
to enter the junior stage competition one 
Easter Parade. That year I was awarded 
first place with an act which included a 
home-made prop, a production box from 
“Ali Bongo’s Book of Magic”. It was an 
unforgettable coincidence that the late Ali 
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Bongo himself was a judge of the competition. I still have both the 
book and the box, which each have extreme sentimental value. My 
second attempt to retain the title in the stage competition was not 
a success, but it was a however a learning experience.

I joined a third society as a junior, the Harrogate Society of Magi-
cians. There was no junior section at the time as the membership 
was relatively small. At one point it was doubtful if I would even 
become a member of Harrogate, since I had not reached the age 
of eighteen. After a successful audition the members unanimously 
voted to lower the age of entrance.  

More recently I am lucky to have been invited to lecture at clubs in 
over twenty five countries. One thing in common with all the clubs 
is the welcoming spirit combined with the enthusiasm to learn. 
When members with one single aim gather, there are no barriers, 
no airs and graces, just a sense of unity; a sharing of experience 
and a creation of new experiences.

Whenever I have the fortune to be invited to a club for a meet-
ing or a convention I am always reminded of the days when I was 
welcomed as a newcomer into these mysterious circles. I sincerely 
believe that because of the discipline and fraternity of the various 
societies, I have become a better magician, performer and char-
acter today. Sharing is worth its weight in gold; criticism, advice 
or praise. The rush of a well-deserved round of applause from an 
appreciative live audience, the sigh from your peers, the laughter, 
the cheers, the gasps… It all makes everything so much more 
worthwhile. 

I cannot imagine being the contemporary magician spending 
endless solitary hours in front of a camera filming myself for self-
satisfaction, sharing to anonymous voyeurs in the anticipation that 
one might just click a button to show their cyber appreciation.
If you doubt your local magic club is irrelevant, then I would say it’s 
not the fault of the club, but rather your own failing. Get out there, 
be social and share your magic; win real, emotional praise, go and 
get educated, and improve yourself; or just go and be the best of 
the bunch.

When members with one single aim 
gather, there are no barriers, no airs 
and graces, just a sense of unity; a 
sharing of experience and a creation 
of new experiences.
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT

PRINT RING
VICTOR VOITKO

VICTOR VOITKO HAS TAKEN A CLASSIC PLOT (ASHES ON THE 
HAND) AND TURNED IT ON ITS HEAD.  PRINT RING ALLOWS FOR 
SOME INCREDIBLY STRONG MAGIC WHERE THE PIP (HEART) OF 
A PLAYING CARD VANISHES FROM THE SIGNED CARD AND ENDS 
UP PRINTED ON A SPECTATOR'S HAND, AND CAN JUMP TO YOUR 
HAND AND SO MUCH MORE. 
 
THIS INCREDIBLE PACKAGE COMES COMPLETE WITH EVERYTHING 
YOU NEED INCLUDING THE SPECIAL FINGER RING THAT PRETTY 
MUCH DOES ALL THE WORK FOR YOU. 

THE RING ALSO ALLOWS YOU TO USE IT IN OTHER WAYS SUCH 
AS PRODUCING GLITTER FROM YOUR HANDS AS YOU VANISH 
A COIN. THE MORE YOU PLAY WITH THIS THE MORE YOU'LL 
DISCOVER IT'S TRUE POTENTIAL.

THIS IS HARD HITTING MAGIC AT ITS FINEST AND DEFINITELY 
SOMETHING YOUR AUDIENCE WILL REMEMBER FOR A VERY LONG 
TIME. 

A few memorable effects in one finger ring.

The gimmick is always with you.

It isn’t hidden inside your pocket, but it is a 
jewel on your hand.
You can use the ring on any finger.

The size of the Print ring should be one size 
bigger than the one of your ring finger. 
You can choose your size.
We have the following dimensions - 21;  21.5;  
22;  22.5;  23 and 23,5.

FIRST EFFECT
The spectator selects a card and signs it on 
the back. For example, it's Ace of Hearts. The 
spectator holds out his hand and you put the 
card on the palm. The spectator is focused on 
the center of the card, on the Hearts sign. The 
heart, the sign of the Hearts, disappears from 
the card and appears on the spectator's palm. 
Then, you continue the trick by making this 
heart disappear from the hand of the chosen 
spectator and appear on the hand of another 
one. If you wish, this trick can be reproduced 
many times.

 
NEXT EFFECTS
You draw “X” or “V” on the outside of the 
spectator’s hand, then you make this sign to 
disappear and throw it into the air. And the 
spectator catches it with his own hand. Finally, 
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this sign turns out to appear on the spectator’s palm. 
Then, you can make this sign “travelling” from the hand 
of the chosen spectator and appearing on the hand 
of another one. If you want, you can repeat this trick 
several times with different spectators.
-  An easy sleight

- Smart and practical

- Self-charging

- NO recharge required every time

- Can be performed while surrounded by spectators

 THIS SET INCLUDES:

Special gimmicked Finger Ring – 1 pcs.

Marker – 5 pcs

Special cards ( one red back and one blue back) – 2 pcs

Special gimmick for card – 1 pcs

“  
ONE OF THE STRONGEST 

PIECES OF MAGIC YOU 
CAN PERFORM FOR 

WALK-ABOUT OR CLOSE-
UP.."

 ROMHANY 
 

Special ink – 2 bottles

Extra print mark – 15 pcs

MY THOUGHTS:
There is no hiding it, I am a huge fan of 
Victor Voitko. His thinking and creativity 
is in a league all by itself. I've had Print 
Ring now for over a month and wear it 
all the time and love performing it. The 
reactions from people when they turn 
their hand over to see a red heart that 
just vanished from a card now on their 
skin is pure magic.  It's type of screams 
you get when you see TV trickery and 
they use paid actors.  

In your package your will receive the 
gimmick ring, which is extremely well 
made and you need to choose your 
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ring size when ordering. You will also get several different types of 
methods for applying the ink necessary to use during the routine. 
There are version using ink (supplied with red and black) as well as 
special markers that I prefer to use. The market allows you to set 
this up without any mess and it takes a few seconds. It's probably 
easier to carry a marker with you than the ink, however the ink 
does give a really close color and mark on their hand.  
 
You also have the option of having a heart, an X or and arrow 
appear. The X is fantastic is you use other gimmick pens on the 
market that allow you to make a mark disappear. There are a few 
versions out there now but it's a great combination. 

In the box you'll get some gimmick cards in red and blue bicycle 
backs. These are the ACES used when you want to make the 
middle Heart pip disappear. Again, very very clever idea and Victor 
has a routine where a card is chosen (force) and you have the 
person sign it.

What I really like about this is that you can have the mark go jump 
from different hands. The move to do this is very natural and will 
go completely undetected by your audience. Based on the old 
'ashes on hand' routine you will understand the method a little 
and how easy it is to perform. As you move hands around you can 
leave the 'mark' and have them close their hand. It's the perfect 
routine for strolling magic as you can perform it on one person 
or several. The way I like to perform this is let it sink in, once the 
pip vanishes and have the person turn their hand over without 
saying anything. You can gesture towards their hand but they 
won't believe it, and when they do WAM!! They will scream! You 
can imagine when you make that move to another part or another 
hand, it totally blows their minds.

AVAILABLE: www.magic-voitko.com
PRICE: € 110.00 

WHO: Anybody with some skill in performing. You need to be 
comfortable wearing a ring and also moving hands.
WHERE: Perform completely surrounded for close-up 
or strolling. You'll get several prints each time you refill 
the ring with ink and re-set is extremely quick and easy.
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The first time I met Jody Baran I was 
a young magician at the Midwest 
Magic Jubilee and got to run 
spotlights for the gala show.  I was 

impressed by the level of attention he 
gave to spotlight cues and even the little 
word processor and printer he carried with 
him for making cue sheets.   I was also 
impressed at how much thought was given 
to the flow of the show and the originality 
of the pieces you performed.  Overall, for 
me as a young aspiring illusionist, it was 
overwhelming to see how much more was 
involved in putting together a show

Everything Jody did was polished, clean, 
professional, and commercial.  This was 

due to his years of experience in designing 
and performing shows on cruise ships and 
theme parks. 

He had an article on all the nuances of 
performing on ships that I read with great 
interest.  It was a map for how to build a 
show an take it out to sea. Partly thanks to 
reading that article, I’ve been able to make 
a successful performing career on ships 
and theme parks thanks to the path laid 
out by performers and producers like Jody.  

We stand on the shoulders of those who 
came before us.  I’m fortunate to have the 
chance to interview him for VANISH and 
allow his years of experience to make each 
of us a little taller.

Do you remember how you got into 
magic?

I can’t really tell you, but by age six, magic 
was in my blood. Coming from Chicago 
Suburbs, my Aunts would take me to 
Marshall Fields at Christmas time. They had 
a beautiful Toy section on the seventh floor 
where specialty counters filled with the 
most wonderful hobbies a kid could want. 
My Fathers oldest sister was a big time ac-
countant for them and she received a 60% 
discount on her account. All my Aunts and 
Uncles would pool money together and 
take me on the most exciting afternoon se-
lecting what would days later become their 
Christmas gift. Past the stamp collections, 
and the science section, past the model 
railroads and toy soldiers. Somehow Magic 
and Puppets won out and from that day 
forward were in my life. 

Can you tell us about the influences that 
formed your beginning in magic and your 
future career?

A pinnacle moment was a chance glimpse 
of the word Magic in the window on of a 
shop at Lincoln & Foster Avenue on a chilly 
October day in 1964. Inside the greatest 
array of tubes, hankies, magic books and 
posters I had ever seen. 

Owned by this man Jay who apparently 
had been in vaudeville and that show on 
Sunday’s called, The Ed Sullivan Show, with 
his demure yet authoritative wife named 
Frances. There was a Junior Magician Club 
that met the last Saturday of every month. 
Club membership, I believe, was two dol-
lars. With this two dollars you got to meet 
with kids of all ages who all had something 
in common. They all liked making people 
believe in ‘make-believe’.

Ed Marlo, Don Alan, John Shirley, Julias 
Sundman, and even Dorney would grace 
the club with lectures and knowledge. 
Chicago was a magic mecca and I lived 
in the middle of it, so a natural transition 
at 15 was to apply to Marshall Brodien’s 
TV Magic Cards Company in Schaumburg 
Illinois. I worked there for two summers. 
I ride my bike 7 miles in each direction to 
package magic kits. This is show-business!

With some solid magic mentoring and 
apprenticing as a foundation, where did 
you apply your newfound knowledge and 
skills?

At 17, I got lucky and auditioned for Mar-
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riott’s Great America. At the time, I was in the process of finish-
ing my entrance to the United States Military Academy in upper 
state NY and got caught with a deck of cards in the pockets of my 
uniform. 

I was sent upstairs to the commandant's office and with a firm 
voice I heard, “Do you gamble?”  “No sir”, I replied. “What’s the cards 
for for?” “Magic”, I replied. “Show me”, he said, and I did the best I 
could with hands shaking and palms sweating. 

A few days later I was in the Officers Club performing before 
senior officers and most importantly a lanky man with cowboy hat 
and sterling silver belt buckle they all called J.W. The gentleman 
turned out to be J.W. Marriott and he said, “You would make a great 
magician with the right training.” Fast-forward and this brought the 
last of my mentors into play, a fella from Austin Texas named John 
Moehring. 

Wow, what a great connection to have. How did this connec-
tion to John Moehring change your perspective on magic and 
advance your career?

John changed the way I look at magic forever. The first day I met 
him, it was a friendship made in heaven. He was the teacher and 
I was the student in a relationship that lasted 42 years. He taught 
me everything. How to sell shows, write them, and install them. 

I had set a goal to make the next transition after three years with 
Marriott and both theme parks in Gurnee Illinois and Santa Clara 
CA. I was prepared for the next step, school assemblies. This was 
three years, across 41 of the fifty states and 400 shows a year. 

That’s a tiring number of shows, but what a boatload of experi-
ence.  With that segue, how did you make the transition to shows 
on cruises?
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“The attention an audience 
gives after a great show is 
like perfume, you sniff it, 

don’t swallow it.”

It’s all about the journey. 
Getting there can be 

anticlimactic, dreaming about 
what’s next is so much fun.

It was a chance viewing of Love Boat that brought another change. 
Cruising. In the old days before VHS video, you booked your act 
by making sales calls to all the lines in Miami and Fort Lauderdale, 
Florida. 

A chance meeting with Colonel Bill Boley got my act on Carnival 
Cruise Lines and a fortunate opportunity to perform for the Enter-
tainment Director at Royal Viking Cruise line began a 13 year love 
affair with international travel and the seven seas. At this juncture, 
the transition became more like following a fantastic map of the 
business. Having built the largest magic show at sea at the time, I 
was time to wear a new hat. The hat of a producer.

This is a huge transition.  Now your abilities would be challenged 
beyond doing the show to involve every facet of the show.  Where 
did this major career transition take you next?

So, with a Brook Brothers Suit, a series of drawing boards and a 
dream, I was able to produce, for the first time, four large scale 
illusion shows that were built with a working title of “Sophisti-

cated Sorcery”. Maintained with magical talent and 14 illusions, 
numerous ancillary effects and this became my job to create and 
support service these shows for three years. 

Having never read the contract in total, I had no idea that should 
the ships be sold to a third company, I received all the shows 
props, usage to the original tracks and all the costumes. 

This was the defining moment asking myself, “Should I leave travel 
and the easy life of a shipboard entertainer or take the chance to 
transition to the next step?” 

It was apparent as who would pay for the 3800 square foot shop 
it took to house the enormous amount of illusions…me.

The next ten years got us involved in Theme Parks and Cruise 
Ship companies in the United States and around the World. 
American Family Cruises, Star Cruises, Elitch Gardens, Youngin 
Farmland Korea, Queen Mary, Rocky Point, Phantasialand in 
Germany, and so many others that the list goes on and on. With 
each step a new skill set learned, a new set of goals, and new sets 
of problems to solve.

You were like a ship constantly moving forward to the next desti-
nation.  Did you have time to take a moment to reflect?

If you look in the rear view mirror while driving who watches the 
road?
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With all the travel and constantly new shows to produce and 
develop, how did you make time for a personal life?  Was there a 
way to combine them?

The Millennium brought about a series of new challenges and 
transitions. A new set of priorities took hold after years of manu-
facturing and building magic and magic driven shows for Cruising 
and Theme Parks worldwide. It was time to settle down. 

A beautiful Woman with three children entered into the picture. 
The ability to have and raise a family and as importantly, keep 
magic in our life brought itself to fruition with one simple phone 
call that started with “ Aloha”. 

It was a gentleman from Maui, Hawaii who introduced himself 
as the Director of Food and Beverage at Hawaii’s only privately-
owned Hotel and Hawaii’s Most Hawaiian. He asked if it was 
possible to bring a show to the islands for 8 weeks for a trial run. 
He wanted to make it Hawaiian with integration of culture. He also 
wanted us there in six weeks, prepared to rehearse and develop a 
new show and ready to operate within 2 weeks of arrival. 

They wanted a family-friendly show, with my own children inte-
grated into the production. What started with eight weeks turned 

into 16 years. The attraction show ran 174 times a year within the 
frame of a magic dinner theatre. 

Each year brought new upgrades, new illusions for an ever increas-
ing customer base who attended yearly. My children were now 
able to attend school on the most beautiful island in the Pacific. 
And Kathleen and I, were able to live a normal life and play show-
business for two hours a night. It was proof that dreams come true. 

Each of these chapters in my life’s book reflect transition, newly 
found knowledge, new found set of work skills. Who knew that 
by just doing, without thinking, it would all come together.  Just 
simply trying to get from one place to another came with a new 
toolbox to reach into and find the proven formulas and answers 
to problems before they even surface. It felt like Gilligan and the 
professor on the island trying to figure out how to up the show, 
increase cheek to seat ratio, creating an immersive experience 
with meaning and thought.

You were able to bring back your long-time mentor to keep the 
show fresh and new.  How did that allow the show to become 
more successful and double its long term run?

“When the student needs knowledge the teacher appears.”
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Eight years into the run the Kaanapali Beach Hotel, I ap-
proached John Moehring to act as a creative director for the 
show. This became the degree in college I wanted so badly. 

It took a collective of ten weeks to script and rework the show 
into its final transition. Each night for two years the show was 
videotaped and sent to John for review. The following morn-
ing I was sent a detailed list of sins from ‘dirty silks’ to ‘your 
zipper was down’. 

Nothing passed his careful scrutiny, and the ability to comply 
without hesitation is something that can only be developed 
with many years of mentoring and complete trust. It’s a dream 
that reoccurs, like a roller coaster it takes you on a wild ride 
that brings you back to where you started. 

With an incredible run of 16 years, you really were able to 
make a life that allowed your magic and family to com-
bine.  What would you say about this magical journey that 
brought you here?

I had no idea what happened, the three children performing 
were in first grade and now I’m at their high school gradua-
tion. Working for their Mom and Dad to bring magic into the 
lives of visitors 50 weeks a year for 16 years has created a dif-
ferent style of relationship, an understanding of how special 
living and performing in the ‘Jack Gwynn Tradition’ really is. 

Now all three kids have gone off to start their journey. The el-
dest son is now involved in the music industry in Nashville, The 
youngest who works at a theatre in Big Bear California, and the 
middle child now an executive in Reality Television.

How did it happen so fast?  Was it by a plan carefully executed, 
or just blind luck?  It was all about the ability to transcend to 
the next chapter, to evolve into the next industry, to find new 
experiences, to create new opportunities. It’s all about the jour-
ney. Getting there can be anticlimactic, dreaming about what’s 
next is so much fun. 

It’s hard to believe, 42 years in the business of ‘making people 
believe in make-believe’. I’ve seen places I could only dream 
about, done more than I ever expected to and lived a life like no 
other. 

Like a balloon that has been inflated and then all the air is let 
out. It never goes back to its original size. Does it make you bet-
ter? Not really. It makes you different.  

https://vimeo.com/208562757
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Making all these life and career transi-
tions seems smooth in the 20/20 hind-
sight of the past.  Can you share the secret 
that will allow the next aspiring artists to 
succeed?

Was it hard? You’re darn right it was! The 
secret is HARD WORK. No one will ever 
imagine the personal concessions it takes, 
the calculated risks, the tears of frustration 
and the humbling feeling of success. The 
ability to separate the hundreds of compli-
ments with the importance of the words I 
love to hear “Hey Dad”. 

The attention an audience gives after a 
great show is like perfume, you sniff it, 
don’t swallow it. Constantly reminding 
yourself you my need those kind words on 
a particularly difficult situation, save it for a 
rainy day. I constantly look to the stars not 
to wish upon them but to pray to the man 
who created them for direction. 

No One buys a Ticket to See Someone Nor-
mal.

In my BachStage series, I always try to 
further magic thought and grow some-
thing new from the seeds of what has been 
published, purchased, or performed.  You 
also developed many new illusions over 
the years with the help of a secret weapon.  
Can you tell us about Roger Capps and 
how important R & D is to magic?

For 25 years, I have had a magical illusion 
manufacturer and designer on staff. Roger 
Capps came to work with my company in 
1992 and headed a studio that had been 
subsidized by my employers since its 
inception. 

From conception to deception, I would say. 
And this very small shop and studio would 
R & D any ideas we came up with and the 
lovely folks I worked with paid for materials 
and I covered labor. 

Don’t misunderstand, we worked with the 
best in the business regarding manufac-
turing original material, but R & D can be 
an expensive venture and creating new 
illusions can be hit or miss. What translates 
on paper, may not work in front of paid 
guests. It is their reaction that makes the 
difference. 

When all is said and done, it’s all about 
“Upping the Show” to create a gag that an 
audience cannot forecast, to create a visual 
mystery that cannot be explained, to tell a 
magic story that the audience has not seen 
or heard before. 
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In today’s information highway, anything 
can be found by a click of the internet. How 
can we compete when secrets are being 
exposed as quickly as illusions are being 
created? The secret is to know your history 
and be able to reference anything in print. 
Jay Marshall used to say, “If you want to 
keep it a secret put it in print.” 

You clearly have a good memory for 
all those who helped you on the way 
throughout all the transitions of your 
career.  Gratitude is an important element 
of success.  Do you agree?

In all good faith, I must tell you all I have 
not done it alone, luck brought great influ-
ences from the magic world into my life.  
So to all my mentors and teachers, John 
Moehring , Jay Marshall, Marshal Brodein, 
Neil Foster, and Henk Vermeiden, thank 
you for sharing the tricks and the trade of 
magic. 

To my family, my wonderful and loving 
Kathleen who lets me play magic, and her 
children who for 16 years gave up many a 
date night and school activity to perform 
with their family. To a loving and sup-
portive family and to all who said you will 
never know unless you try. To all my magic 
brothers and Sisters who inspire me every 
day. To my pals like Bill with a Venture in 
Las Vegas, The Long Beach Mystics and all 
my friend, thank you from the bottom of 
heart for your encouragement and friend-
ship.    And, to all of the people who love 
‘believing in make-believe’. Humbly, I say, 
“Mahalo” and I’m looking forward to the 
next transition. 

Life is a journey full of transitions.  When 
you look at the finished map, it seems 
so easy to see what path was the right 
one and how you got from one place to 
the next.  As Jody said, you are driving 
and can’t look back while you are on the 
voyage.  But when you do take a rest stop, 
you’ll realize the wonderful opportuni-
ties you had, people you met, personal 
growth, challenges you overcame, and 
experiences that make a career in magic 
truly special and gratifying.

Charles Bach

charlesbach@gmail.com
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WE SHIP WORLDWIDE AT VERY REASONABLE RATES

KING OF MAGIC
Japan's LArgest worldwide distributing Magic Shop

Dealer Info

h t t p : / / w w w . k i n g o f m a g i c . n e t

King of Magic is distributing magic items worldwide from Japan. 

We are on the top of the list for distributing our own original products in Japan.  

We have our own producting factory. King of Magic will continue creating and distributing new magic.

If you have any questions please contact us at:   

shawn@kingofmagic.net  (Native English Speaker)
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MAGIC REVIEWS

MAGIC REVIEWS

PAUL ROMHANY & FRIENDS

If you would like to have your product reviewed 
in Vanish, then post it to the Magic Review team.

With an audience of over 100,000 readers your 
product will reach a wider audience than any 
other trade magazine. 

NOTE: We get sent A LOT of magic to review and 
ONLY CHOOSE the products we feel deserve the 
space. Not ALL products will make the review 
column.

Vanish Magazine- Trick Review
PLEASE NOTE: We are based out of BC Canada. 
Contact us to get the shipping address.
editor@vanishmagazine.com

TO ADVERTISE IN VANISH
To place an advert contact the editor for a list of 
price options.  Look at the various advertising 
sizes in this issue and choose the one that best 
suits your needs.

For more information e-mail at:
editor@vanishmagazine.com

Based upon top selling products 
from magic retailers and 
wholesalers, as well as consulting 
with over a dozen professional 
magicians, Paul Romhany reviews 
tricks, DVDs, books and Apps.

M A G I C 
REVIEWS
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AMAZEBOX KRAFT 
BY THEORY 111 

PRICE: $60.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Vanishing Inc. and theory11 are proud to present their first col-
laboration - The AmazeBox Kraft by Mark Shortland. 

The AmazeBox and AmazeBox Black remain Vanishing Inc.'s best-
seller of ALL TIME. Now this critically-praised, best-selling trick just 
got three notches BETTER. 

The AmazeBox was already regarded as the finest stage switching 
device ever devised, but now it has gotten even better! 

Made of thick, brown Kraft card, the AmazeBox Kraft now looks 
like regular cardboard box - it doesn't look like a prop at all! Your 
spectators can drop in their thoughts, ideas or questions and you 
can switch them ALL out in less than a second. Better still, the box 
is designed to allow a spectator to open it! 

The AmazeBox Kraft allows you to switch up to 200 small, folded 
pieces of paper for your own pre-written papers... without EVER 
touching the box. For example, during your intermission you can 
invite everyone at your show to think of their favorite film, write it 
down, and drop it into the "simple" cardboard box onstage. YOU 
NEVER GO NEAR IT. When you return to the stage, you can invite 
any spectator onstage to open the box, reach inside, and pull out 
any paper at random. Voila! You've just executed the cleanest, 
most direct force we've ever encountered, all thanks to AmazeBox 
Kraft! 

There are THREE notable design improvements to get excited 
about: 

1. It packs smaller than previous models, and still packs totally flat. 
It comes in a gorgeous carrying envelope that was printed on an 
old-style press. 

2. The magnetic locking system and metal reinforcements come 
already installed which means it will only take you four seconds to 
assemble when you arrive at your gig! 

3. Stronger materials. This cardboard is long-lasting and durable. 
Unlike corrugated card (of which previous models were made), the 
AmazeBox Kraft will not buckle or damage, making it perfect for 
travelling! 

In a brand new instructional video, you will learn how to use the 
box and also some amazing routines that are perfect for this box. 
Then the fun begins - you get to come up with your own routines 

for this incredible utility device! 

If you already have an AmazeBox, you know the POWER of this 
prop, and you can see the advantages of AmazeBox Kraft. If you've 
never experimented with AmazeBox before, AmazeBox Kraft is the 
PERFECT entry model to add to your next parlor or stage perfor-
mance.

MY THOUGHTS:
I owned and used the original Amaze Box then when the black 
one came out (V2.0) I started using that. Now with the KRAFT 
edition I think I will possibly change over. This does everything 
the original and V2.0 did but with this it is SO easy to put together. 
You simply fold everything in place and you are ready. The ability 
to access the back of the box makes setting up and resetting so 
easy, and it packs flat and you can travel with it in your suitcase 
using the cardboard envelope it comes in. I truly think this is a real 
worker and having tested it out just LOVE it! What they have done 
here is also put in magnets so the gimmick stays together when 
opened, and added velcro on the side. A lot of thought has gone 
in to this and how to make it look like a regular box. I know some 
people might question the face it’s a Kraft box because it’s not 
something you might see on a regular basis - but it does look very 
innocent (as do the others) and the fact the spectator’s can open 
it really makes this one of the best switching boxes on the market. 
At $60.00 it’s great value and certainly used by magicians and 
mentalists around the world. 

This can be handed around the audience as they slip their billets 
in and they won’t detect anything. I noticed in some Facebook 
groups for this a few people complained that the opening isn’t 
right. I think perhaps some boxes aren’t as well cut as others be-
cause this is not an issue with mine. 

It is made from very durable cardboard and should last a long 
time. They suggest when storing it you don’t have the gimmick in 
the open position.  There really is SO much you can do with this. 
For me it’s one the strongest and best ways to force anything ei-
ther written on a business card or folded piece of paper.  It should 
be able to hold up to about 100 small pieces of paper.

If you ever want to own a switching box but don’t want to pay the 
hefty price for wooden or plastic made prop boxes I’d suggest you 
get this - actually once you use it you’ll never use anything else - 
it’s THAT GOOD.

It comes with the gimmick which you fold together and a 16 
minutes download with a few ideas for routines as well as teaching 
you how to care, fold and store the box.

WHERE: Parlor or stage - anywhere you want the audience to place 
something inside a box and you want to switch it for a force
WHO: Beginner to professional (no skill required - once you watch 
the download tutorial.

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
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LIGHT PAINT BY 
MATHIEU BICH2 

PRICE: $34.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

What if you could reveal the selected card with a borrowed 
cellphone? With just a picture or a video, you will be able to reveal 
the spectator's card in a flash! The picture can be shared on social 
networks right after. 

EXTREMELY VISUAL AND MODERN 

LightPaint is the first Gentlemen's Magic release, and it's a very 
strong one! Extremely visual and modern, LightPaint will leave 
your audience with a memorable souvenir. An original idea by 
Mathieu Bich. You will be able to reveal the selected card with a 
borrowed cellphone... 

THE EFFECT 

You show a semi-transparent card, which will be your prediction. 
People can take a look at it, nothing in particular about it. Borrow 
the spectator's cellphone and take a picture of the spectator 
holding the card, which will be a special souvenir at end of the 
routine... 

The spectator then selects a card in a regular deck. Ask him to take 
a look at the picture you previously took... The selected card ap-
pears in a flash! Really strong and magical! 

BEGINNERS, AMATEURS AND WORKERS 

LightPaint is perfect for everyone! Whether you are a beginner or 
a worker, doing magic for your family, friends or in professional 
conditions, cocktail, birthday party, bar, restaurant etc. The semi-
transparent card does all the work for you! Instant reset, you will 
always be ready to do it again with a different card. LightPaintis 
insanely visual and modern, the perfect addition to 2.0 magician's 
working set. 

LEAVE AN UNFORGETTABLE SOUVENIR FOR YOUR SPECTATOR 

Use a borrowed cellphone from your audience. This will have 
two benefits: the effect is much more magical since the object is 
borrowed, and you will also leave your spectator with a memo-
rable souvenir: the magical picture in THEIR cellphone. They will 
remember you, the picture will stay in their gallery and they can 
immediately share it on their favorite social network... 

THE CARD DOES ALL THE WORK FOR YOU 

Fully concentrate on the presentation -- the card does all the work 
for you! No application is needed, it works with any smartphone, 
and doesn't require any Internet connection. 

Pros:
Really easy to do -- perfect for beginners, amateurs, or profession-
als 
Works on all smartphones with a flash 
No app needed 
Borrow the smartphone 
Very visual, modern, dynamic, and powerful 
Leave an unforgettable souvenir for your audience 
The picture can immediately be shared on social networks

MY THOUGHTS
This is an extremely novel way to produce a card (force) with 
somebody holding a clear plastic card and their chosen card ap-
pears on it in a photo you take with your (or their) cell phone. 
You are supplied with three gimmicks (one non-gimmick) specially 
prepared cards and a download tutorial. Two of the cards offer you 
to produce a 7 of Hearts the other the Ace of Clubs. The method is 
very clever and unless spectator’s know something about this type 
of science I don’t think they’ll figure out the method. The effect is 
you show a clear card with dots on it asking them to hold it. You 
take a photo using the flash (you need to use a flash on a camera) 
and then force one of the cards (depending on which card you’ve 
chosen for this). You are then able to show them the photo on 
their camera and the card will say the name of their chosen card. 
It’s a novelty and anytime you can leave them with a memory is 
something they won’t forget. The reason you are supplied another 
non-gimmick card is because you need to switch them at the end 
(easy to do if you follow instructions). You can do this twice of 
course using the two different forces. One idea is for you to use 
this with YOU in the photo because this is great publicity should 
they put it up on social media. A REALLY great idea shown on the 
tutorial is to use video which doesn’t use the flash (uses the light) 
and looks great. You will need to take care of these cards so they 
don’t scratch. It does come with a little piece of cloth that you can 
place between each card which I suggest you use to store them in 
as well.
Extremely clever, easy to do and works great indoors.

WHERE: Suited mostly for indoors - perfect for strolling or close-up.
WHO: If you can force a card you can do this. You will need a cell 
phone with camera and light (flash) capability
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POCKET 
COLLECTOR BY 
JORDAN VICTORI

3 
HAUNTED 2.0 BY 
MARK TRAVERSONI 4 

PRICE: $20.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Three cards are selected and signed by your spectators. They then 
disappear one after the other in your hands before reappearing in 
your pocket! A killer effect, really easy to do! 

SIMPLER THAN EVER! 

The special cards do all the work for you! This is the kind of effect 
sought by many magicians. Until now, it required years of experi-
ence and manipulation to achieve such a result. Pocket Collector is 
much simpler -- you only have to focus on the presentation of this 
diabolical routine. 

LEAVE AN UNFORGETTABLE SOUVENIR FOR YOUR SPECTATOR 

The signed cards can be handed out for examination, and even as 
a souvenir so that your audience will remember forever what hap-
pened! 

Great advantages of this effect:
The signed cards are shown until the last moment 
Really visual and powerful 
Leave the signed cards as a souvenir 
Easy to do -- the cards do all the work for you 
Available in Bicycle Rider back: red or bl

MY THOUGHTS:
This is a gimmick version of having three cards vanish from four 
aces (or whatever four cards you are sent) and the signed chosen 
cards end up in your pocket or back in the deck.  The method is 
very clever and makes this a relatively easy trick to perform. You 
will also get a tutorial (download) which explains a version where 
you ‘cop’ or palm the cards and a non-cop version. I would imagine 
most would go for the non-cop version as it is much easier. You will 
need to spend a little time watching this with the cards in hand and 
working through the routine getting use to the ‘method’ for vanish-
ing the cards, but you will end up with a very clean and visual effect. 
A side note - with the non-cop version the three signed cards won’t 
end up in your pocket but rather in the deck.
You can add these cards to your regular set of cards or carry them 
already set up in your deck ready to go. It’s an extremely strong 
routine and the fact the cards are signed means you can leave them 
with their own cards. While it is easy to do it will require some work 
and handling to get right. A visual little trick that would be great for 

strolling environment.

WHERE: Ideal for strolling or close-up magic.
WHO: intermediate performers with a deck of cards.

PRICE: $29.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

The World's Greatest Haunted Deck is back on the market! 

Peter Eggink started it all with his bestselling Haunted. Mark Tra-
versoni then experimented for literally hundreds of hours with the 
concept to dramatically alter Haunted's genetic code! 

Here's what you can do minutes after opening the 2.0 box: 

You place the spectator's signed card squarely into the deck, 
which is set on the table. You can WALK AWAY from the deck and 
even cover the deck with a clear bowl (Just like in Peter's original 
Haunted..there's nothing connecting you to the deck). 

After a few moments of silence... the upper half of the deck eerily 
starts to MOVE... then slowly SLIDES away from the lower half! 
After the top half of the deck stops moving, there's a pause... then 
the CARD UNDER IT STARTS TO MOVE! This single haunted card 
slowly slithers and CREEPS away from the rest of the deck... then 
finally stops. Your spectator takes the card... it's the one she signed. 

Special tips are provided for how to speed up or slow down the 
deck animation and the creeping card. Easy no-moves steal of 
the gimmick lets you finish with a normal deck. No palming or 
switches. Very easy to do. Gimmick is completely self-contained. 
Nothing attached to performer or table. 

Complete with Hand-made Haunted Gimmick and supplies for 

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6C8vCMFD48U
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LIGHT PAINT BY 
MATHIEU BICH2 

PRICE: $34.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

What if you could reveal the selected card with a borrowed 
cellphone? With just a picture or a video, you will be able to reveal 
the spectator's card in a flash! The picture can be shared on social 
networks right after. 

EXTREMELY VISUAL AND MODERN 

LightPaint is the first Gentlemen's Magic release, and it's a very 
strong one! Extremely visual and modern, LightPaint will leave 
your audience with a memorable souvenir. An original idea by 
Mathieu Bich. You will be able to reveal the selected card with a 
borrowed cellphone... 

THE EFFECT 

You show a semi-transparent card, which will be your prediction. 
People can take a look at it, nothing in particular about it. Borrow 
the spectator's cellphone and take a picture of the spectator 
holding the card, which will be a special souvenir at end of the 
routine... 

The spectator then selects a card in a regular deck. Ask him to take 
a look at the picture you previously took... The selected card ap-
pears in a flash! Really strong and magical! 

BEGINNERS, AMATEURS AND WORKERS 

LightPaint is perfect for everyone! Whether you are a beginner or 
a worker, doing magic for your family, friends or in professional 
conditions, cocktail, birthday party, bar, restaurant etc. The semi-
transparent card does all the work for you! Instant reset, you will 
always be ready to do it again with a different card. LightPaintis 
insanely visual and modern, the perfect addition to 2.0 magician's 
working set. 

LEAVE AN UNFORGETTABLE SOUVENIR FOR YOUR SPECTATOR 

Use a borrowed cellphone from your audience. This will have 
two benefits: the effect is much more magical since the object is 
borrowed, and you will also leave your spectator with a memo-
rable souvenir: the magical picture in THEIR cellphone. They will 
remember you, the picture will stay in their gallery and they can 
immediately share it on their favorite social network... 

THE CARD DOES ALL THE WORK FOR YOU 

Fully concentrate on the presentation -- the card does all the work 
for you! No application is needed, it works with any smartphone, 
and doesn't require any Internet connection. 

Pros:
Really easy to do -- perfect for beginners, amateurs, or profession-
als 
Works on all smartphones with a flash 
No app needed 
Borrow the smartphone 
Very visual, modern, dynamic, and powerful 
Leave an unforgettable souvenir for your audience 
The picture can immediately be shared on social networks

MY THOUGHTS
This is an extremely novel way to produce a card (force) with 
somebody holding a clear plastic card and their chosen card ap-
pears on it in a photo you take with your (or their) cell phone. 
You are supplied with three gimmicks (one non-gimmick) specially 
prepared cards and a download tutorial. Two of the cards offer you 
to produce a 7 of Hearts the other the Ace of Clubs. The method is 
very clever and unless spectator’s know something about this type 
of science I don’t think they’ll figure out the method. The effect is 
you show a clear card with dots on it asking them to hold it. You 
take a photo using the flash (you need to use a flash on a camera) 
and then force one of the cards (depending on which card you’ve 
chosen for this). You are then able to show them the photo on 
their camera and the card will say the name of their chosen card. 
It’s a novelty and anytime you can leave them with a memory is 
something they won’t forget. The reason you are supplied another 
non-gimmick card is because you need to switch them at the end 
(easy to do if you follow instructions). You can do this twice of 
course using the two different forces. One idea is for you to use 
this with YOU in the photo because this is great publicity should 
they put it up on social media. A REALLY great idea shown on the 
tutorial is to use video which doesn’t use the flash (uses the light) 
and looks great. You will need to take care of these cards so they 
don’t scratch. It does come with a little piece of cloth that you can 
place between each card which I suggest you use to store them in 
as well.
Extremely clever, easy to do and works great indoors.

WHERE: Suited mostly for indoors - perfect for strolling or close-up.
WHO: If you can force a card you can do this. You will need a cell 
phone with camera and light (flash) capability
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POCKET 
COLLECTOR BY 
JORDAN VICTORI

3 
HAUNTED 2.0 BY 
MARK TRAVERSONI 4 

PRICE: $20.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Three cards are selected and signed by your spectators. They then 
disappear one after the other in your hands before reappearing in 
your pocket! A killer effect, really easy to do! 

SIMPLER THAN EVER! 

The special cards do all the work for you! This is the kind of effect 
sought by many magicians. Until now, it required years of experi-
ence and manipulation to achieve such a result. Pocket Collector is 
much simpler -- you only have to focus on the presentation of this 
diabolical routine. 

LEAVE AN UNFORGETTABLE SOUVENIR FOR YOUR SPECTATOR 

The signed cards can be handed out for examination, and even as 
a souvenir so that your audience will remember forever what hap-
pened! 

Great advantages of this effect:
The signed cards are shown until the last moment 
Really visual and powerful 
Leave the signed cards as a souvenir 
Easy to do -- the cards do all the work for you 
Available in Bicycle Rider back: red or bl

MY THOUGHTS:
This is a gimmick version of having three cards vanish from four 
aces (or whatever four cards you are sent) and the signed chosen 
cards end up in your pocket or back in the deck.  The method is 
very clever and makes this a relatively easy trick to perform. You 
will also get a tutorial (download) which explains a version where 
you ‘cop’ or palm the cards and a non-cop version. I would imagine 
most would go for the non-cop version as it is much easier. You will 
need to spend a little time watching this with the cards in hand and 
working through the routine getting use to the ‘method’ for vanish-
ing the cards, but you will end up with a very clean and visual effect. 
A side note - with the non-cop version the three signed cards won’t 
end up in your pocket but rather in the deck.
You can add these cards to your regular set of cards or carry them 
already set up in your deck ready to go. It’s an extremely strong 
routine and the fact the cards are signed means you can leave them 
with their own cards. While it is easy to do it will require some work 
and handling to get right. A visual little trick that would be great for 

strolling environment.

WHERE: Ideal for strolling or close-up magic.
WHO: intermediate performers with a deck of cards.

PRICE: $29.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

The World's Greatest Haunted Deck is back on the market! 

Peter Eggink started it all with his bestselling Haunted. Mark Tra-
versoni then experimented for literally hundreds of hours with the 
concept to dramatically alter Haunted's genetic code! 

Here's what you can do minutes after opening the 2.0 box: 

You place the spectator's signed card squarely into the deck, 
which is set on the table. You can WALK AWAY from the deck and 
even cover the deck with a clear bowl (Just like in Peter's original 
Haunted..there's nothing connecting you to the deck). 

After a few moments of silence... the upper half of the deck eerily 
starts to MOVE... then slowly SLIDES away from the lower half! 
After the top half of the deck stops moving, there's a pause... then 
the CARD UNDER IT STARTS TO MOVE! This single haunted card 
slowly slithers and CREEPS away from the rest of the deck... then 
finally stops. Your spectator takes the card... it's the one she signed. 

Special tips are provided for how to speed up or slow down the 
deck animation and the creeping card. Easy no-moves steal of 
the gimmick lets you finish with a normal deck. No palming or 
switches. Very easy to do. Gimmick is completely self-contained. 
Nothing attached to performer or table. 

Complete with Hand-made Haunted Gimmick and supplies for 

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
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http://www.murphysmagic.com
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GUMFOUNDED BY 
STEVE ROWE5 hundreds of performances, plus the download of Mark Traversoni's 

Evolved 2.0 handling. 

MY THOUGHTS:
You receive a rather lengthy instructional download (some of it 
you’ll probably fast forward through) and the gimmick already 
made up with extra parts when it breaks.  The Haunted Deck 
has always been a favorite of mine and for at least 25 years I’ve 
performed Eugene Burgers tried and tested routine. This ver-
sion is a nice addition to that genre of magic and means you 
can do this and move away and the deck will animate. I love the 
animation this deck provides as it moves differently each time. 
it’s super easy to do - which is probably the part they could have 
missed on the DVD. They got a young boy in to perform who has 
not done card magic before and taught it to him. I think this was 
unnecessary although perhaps if somebody bought this and had 
never performed a magic trick before then perhaps this might 
be worth watching.  Having said that it shouldn’t deter you from 
how wonderful this effect is. The gimmick here means you haven’t 
got anything attached to your body, and so are hands free (so to 
speak.) The gimmick is in the deck and so when finished you’d 
need to ditch it, where as in Eugene’s almost non-gimmick version 
the deck can be used straight away as the ‘gimmick’ is completely 
gone once the haunting is over. There are pros and cons to both. 
The biggest pro here is that it is easy, and that is can be done a far 
distance from where you are standing. Another nice feature here 
is that the gimmick can be in your card case and just added to 
the deck when you want to perform. The effect is so strong that 
I would imagine you would finish with this and casually put the 
cards away, leaving the gimmick behind if you want to. 

The gimmick is very well made and I’m always pleased when they 
have gone to the trouble to make it for you. The additional extras 
make this really great value and you could have an extra set in 
your case just in case this one breaks. It’s perfect for any type of 
close-up gig as it allows you to perform it on a table, on a floor, on 
a plate, etc.
As far as Haunted Decks go I would say this is one of my favorites 
and something I’ll use myself.

WHERE: Strolling or close-up magic environment - perform on a 
table, floor etc.
WHO: The complete beginner to the professional magician. Very 
easy to do - actually self-working.

PRICE: $25.00
Available: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Description: 

Bigblindmedia presents 

Steve Rowe's GUMFOUNDED 

A gob smacking, organic card reveal on your packet of chewing 
gum! 

Comes with special gimmicks to make your special packet of 
gum*, wrappers for individual sticks of gum (and downloadable 
artwork files to print your own). *Provide your own normal packet 
of stick chewing gum. 

Steve Rowe's GUMFOUNDED is a hugely commercial piece of 
visual magic that uses one of the most organic, natural objects 
imaginable - a packet of chewing gum! 

A card is selected and lost in the deck. You try to find it for them, 
but your skills seem to be deserting you. So, you tell them that you 
need a bit of your magic, mind-reading chewing gum! You take the 
packet from your pocket and have a piece. After just a few 'chews' 
you are able to read their mind and reveal the card they selected. 
Then you grab the packet of gum and hold it up for them to see. 
As they stare at the logo it impossibly changes into the name of 
the card they selected. It is clearly printed right there on the front 
of the gum packet! 

To take it even further you empty out the individual sticks of gum 
and hold one of them up. Despite clearly having the name of the 
chewing gum on its face it takes just a wave of your hand and 
even THIS logo changes to reveal the name of their selected card!!

MY THOUGHTS:
I love this - there is A LOT of thought gone in to this routine. You 
casually show a packet of gum and the VISUAL change from a 
regular deck to a force card is fantastic. It’s SOO easy to do, which 
is where the thought has gone in to this. You receive a download 
tutorial and necessary gimmicks which are extremely well made. 
Actually the ‘pack’ is made from vinyl so it will last a long time. 
This routine has several elements in it including a pack of gum 
changing to each gum stick changing to the selected card. As 
soon as you watch this you’ll want to make it up. You just need to 
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CRAZY HOLE 
BY MICKAEL 
CHATELAIN

6 

buy yourself a pack of gum and apply the necessary gimmicks. 
Once it’s done you will be set. A nice addition is you are given links 
to graphics should you wish to print more individual gum sticks 
up and give them away - which I would do. There are bonus ideas 
on here include an actual playing card appearing in a gum stick. 
The routine can be pushed even further with a torn corner version 
that Steve teaches as well as another idea using Starburst candy 
packs. What I really like about this is that the actual visual change 
looks like trick photography - but of course it’s not because you do 
it live.  As far as a card revelation goes I must say I absolutely love 
this. It’s novel, visual and leaves the spectator’s with a souvenir. 
You can choose to do just one phase or all of them, it’s up to you. 
Carry this around with you and a packet of cards and you’ll have 
something they wouldn’t have seen before and will talk about 
when you leave!

WHERE: casual environment, close-up or strolling.
WHO: As long as you can force a card you’ll be able to do this. Very 
little skill required.

PRICE: $24.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

So how do you drive the most skeptical of your spectators crazy? 
Easy! Take out these two cards and this little straw. 

With just these three items you're ready to fool your audience! 

Effect: 

Show two cards to your spectators, one blue-backed, one red. 

The blue card has a single hole at the bottom while the red has 
two holes in the middle. 

Folding the red card in half lengthwise, the two holes are perfectly 
aligned. 

Everything is clean as each move is made inches from the specta-
tors' eyes. 

Slowly place the blue card inside the folded red card, aligning the 
holes and refold the red card. 

Hold everything together as you pass a little straw through the 
holes. 

Show everything from all sides. Everything is aboveboard. 

Have one of your spectators pull the blue card to verify that it can-
not move as long as the straw is holding everything together. 

Impossible? Are you sure? 

Explain that it is now possible to move matter, to move the centre 
hole and so move the blue card. 

No sooner said than done! 

Take the nested cards and without the slightest manipulation, 
begin moving the blue card slowly to the right. 

Now move the card to the other side, to the left. The card seems to 
pass through the straw as it shuttles freely from right to left. 

It's easy, you explain. The hole moves, that's all! 

At these unlikely words, remove the straw to show that the hole is 
no longer in the centre, it has now completely shifted! 

Now reinsert the straw and move the blue card to the middle 
again, in its original position. 

Once again, remove the straw to show that everything is as it was 
at the beginning. 

Believe me, this is a really surprising illusion and your spectators 
will be wondering for a long time how such a thing is possible! 

Remember these points:
Only the two cards and the straw are used - nothing else.
Self-working, no manipulation
No suspicious moves, everything takes place right under the 
spectators' eyes.
The straw holds everything firmly in place, and yet...
The illusion seems completely real; you will not believe how con-
vincing it is!
The "gimmick" is invisible and 100% reliable.
Special bonus in the video explanation!
CRAZY HOLE is an exclusive creation of Mickael Chatelain

MY THOUGHTS:
This is a novel routine where a straw is passed through several 
holes in two cards locking both in place, however you are able to 
move the card with straw back and forth - which can only mean 
one thing, the hole moves by magic. This is a clever idea and is 
very much self-working. You are supplied with a gimmick card, 
a regular card and a small straw. My preferred handling is the 
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GUMFOUNDED BY 
STEVE ROWE5 hundreds of performances, plus the download of Mark Traversoni's 

Evolved 2.0 handling. 

MY THOUGHTS:
You receive a rather lengthy instructional download (some of it 
you’ll probably fast forward through) and the gimmick already 
made up with extra parts when it breaks.  The Haunted Deck 
has always been a favorite of mine and for at least 25 years I’ve 
performed Eugene Burgers tried and tested routine. This ver-
sion is a nice addition to that genre of magic and means you 
can do this and move away and the deck will animate. I love the 
animation this deck provides as it moves differently each time. 
it’s super easy to do - which is probably the part they could have 
missed on the DVD. They got a young boy in to perform who has 
not done card magic before and taught it to him. I think this was 
unnecessary although perhaps if somebody bought this and had 
never performed a magic trick before then perhaps this might 
be worth watching.  Having said that it shouldn’t deter you from 
how wonderful this effect is. The gimmick here means you haven’t 
got anything attached to your body, and so are hands free (so to 
speak.) The gimmick is in the deck and so when finished you’d 
need to ditch it, where as in Eugene’s almost non-gimmick version 
the deck can be used straight away as the ‘gimmick’ is completely 
gone once the haunting is over. There are pros and cons to both. 
The biggest pro here is that it is easy, and that is can be done a far 
distance from where you are standing. Another nice feature here 
is that the gimmick can be in your card case and just added to 
the deck when you want to perform. The effect is so strong that 
I would imagine you would finish with this and casually put the 
cards away, leaving the gimmick behind if you want to. 

The gimmick is very well made and I’m always pleased when they 
have gone to the trouble to make it for you. The additional extras 
make this really great value and you could have an extra set in 
your case just in case this one breaks. It’s perfect for any type of 
close-up gig as it allows you to perform it on a table, on a floor, on 
a plate, etc.
As far as Haunted Decks go I would say this is one of my favorites 
and something I’ll use myself.

WHERE: Strolling or close-up magic environment - perform on a 
table, floor etc.
WHO: The complete beginner to the professional magician. Very 
easy to do - actually self-working.

PRICE: $25.00
Available: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Description: 

Bigblindmedia presents 

Steve Rowe's GUMFOUNDED 

A gob smacking, organic card reveal on your packet of chewing 
gum! 

Comes with special gimmicks to make your special packet of 
gum*, wrappers for individual sticks of gum (and downloadable 
artwork files to print your own). *Provide your own normal packet 
of stick chewing gum. 

Steve Rowe's GUMFOUNDED is a hugely commercial piece of 
visual magic that uses one of the most organic, natural objects 
imaginable - a packet of chewing gum! 

A card is selected and lost in the deck. You try to find it for them, 
but your skills seem to be deserting you. So, you tell them that you 
need a bit of your magic, mind-reading chewing gum! You take the 
packet from your pocket and have a piece. After just a few 'chews' 
you are able to read their mind and reveal the card they selected. 
Then you grab the packet of gum and hold it up for them to see. 
As they stare at the logo it impossibly changes into the name of 
the card they selected. It is clearly printed right there on the front 
of the gum packet! 

To take it even further you empty out the individual sticks of gum 
and hold one of them up. Despite clearly having the name of the 
chewing gum on its face it takes just a wave of your hand and 
even THIS logo changes to reveal the name of their selected card!!

MY THOUGHTS:
I love this - there is A LOT of thought gone in to this routine. You 
casually show a packet of gum and the VISUAL change from a 
regular deck to a force card is fantastic. It’s SOO easy to do, which 
is where the thought has gone in to this. You receive a download 
tutorial and necessary gimmicks which are extremely well made. 
Actually the ‘pack’ is made from vinyl so it will last a long time. 
This routine has several elements in it including a pack of gum 
changing to each gum stick changing to the selected card. As 
soon as you watch this you’ll want to make it up. You just need to 
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CRAZY HOLE 
BY MICKAEL 
CHATELAIN
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buy yourself a pack of gum and apply the necessary gimmicks. 
Once it’s done you will be set. A nice addition is you are given links 
to graphics should you wish to print more individual gum sticks 
up and give them away - which I would do. There are bonus ideas 
on here include an actual playing card appearing in a gum stick. 
The routine can be pushed even further with a torn corner version 
that Steve teaches as well as another idea using Starburst candy 
packs. What I really like about this is that the actual visual change 
looks like trick photography - but of course it’s not because you do 
it live.  As far as a card revelation goes I must say I absolutely love 
this. It’s novel, visual and leaves the spectator’s with a souvenir. 
You can choose to do just one phase or all of them, it’s up to you. 
Carry this around with you and a packet of cards and you’ll have 
something they wouldn’t have seen before and will talk about 
when you leave!

WHERE: casual environment, close-up or strolling.
WHO: As long as you can force a card you’ll be able to do this. Very 
little skill required.

PRICE: $24.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

So how do you drive the most skeptical of your spectators crazy? 
Easy! Take out these two cards and this little straw. 

With just these three items you're ready to fool your audience! 

Effect: 

Show two cards to your spectators, one blue-backed, one red. 

The blue card has a single hole at the bottom while the red has 
two holes in the middle. 

Folding the red card in half lengthwise, the two holes are perfectly 
aligned. 

Everything is clean as each move is made inches from the specta-
tors' eyes. 

Slowly place the blue card inside the folded red card, aligning the 
holes and refold the red card. 

Hold everything together as you pass a little straw through the 
holes. 

Show everything from all sides. Everything is aboveboard. 

Have one of your spectators pull the blue card to verify that it can-
not move as long as the straw is holding everything together. 

Impossible? Are you sure? 

Explain that it is now possible to move matter, to move the centre 
hole and so move the blue card. 

No sooner said than done! 

Take the nested cards and without the slightest manipulation, 
begin moving the blue card slowly to the right. 

Now move the card to the other side, to the left. The card seems to 
pass through the straw as it shuttles freely from right to left. 

It's easy, you explain. The hole moves, that's all! 

At these unlikely words, remove the straw to show that the hole is 
no longer in the centre, it has now completely shifted! 

Now reinsert the straw and move the blue card to the middle 
again, in its original position. 

Once again, remove the straw to show that everything is as it was 
at the beginning. 

Believe me, this is a really surprising illusion and your spectators 
will be wondering for a long time how such a thing is possible! 

Remember these points:
Only the two cards and the straw are used - nothing else.
Self-working, no manipulation
No suspicious moves, everything takes place right under the 
spectators' eyes.
The straw holds everything firmly in place, and yet...
The illusion seems completely real; you will not believe how con-
vincing it is!
The "gimmick" is invisible and 100% reliable.
Special bonus in the video explanation!
CRAZY HOLE is an exclusive creation of Mickael Chatelain

MY THOUGHTS:
This is a novel routine where a straw is passed through several 
holes in two cards locking both in place, however you are able to 
move the card with straw back and forth - which can only mean 
one thing, the hole moves by magic. This is a clever idea and is 
very much self-working. You are supplied with a gimmick card, 
a regular card and a small straw. My preferred handling is the 
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routine Mickael teaches where you start and end clean. In this 
version you take two cards and punch a hole in them, perform 
the routine as described and everything can be examined. In this 
type of trick I feel it is very important they can examine the cards. 
The nice thing about the routine is that it appears very innocent.  
I like the novelty of this routine - it’s different and is a great little 
trick for strolling. The cards supplied do the work and you also 
get something extra should the gimmick break and you need to 
make another one. The download tutorial is very detailed making 
it easy to learn. It’s a nice visual piece of magic that suits both kids 
and adults and there aren’t too many that fit both audiences like 
this. The gimmick card obviously can’t be examined which is why I 
suggest learning the full routine rather than presenting it just as a 
novelty   You are limited with the hole moving only left and right - 
there are moving hole routines where the hole moves to different 
positions on the card, but this uses a different method.There is also 
a nice little addition with this where the card moves by itself which 
gives it an easy feel.

WHERE: Strolling magic or close-up
WHO: Beginner to professional.

ONLY  IDEAS BY 
RORY ADAMS7 

PRICE: $29.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Have you ever wished you could come up with new magic? Have 
you wanted to devise your own effects? 

Here's your how-to guide to creating magic plus 100 ideas to get 
you started. This pocket-sized multi-read is designed to get you to 
create strong and original magic. 

Four years ago, Rory posted an original trick every day on Insta-
gram for 298 days, and then he landed a job working for Dynamo 
and moved to London. He's since produced magic for ITV1's The 
Next Great Magician, then an E4 Troy magic special, a huge magic 
show in China, then another primetime ITV show, plus tons of 
more TV and theater across the planet - even one show on ice! 
Now he's written a book - because he needs the money. 

MY THOUGHTS:
For a small book it has some really great thinking in it. The first part 
of this little book has some thoughts on how to get creative and 
how to come up with original ideas. As somebody who creates a 
lot of original magic I have to say there are some really great tips in 
here. The book is extremely well laid out making it a fun read and 
highlighting the important points the author wants to get across. 
I’ve always said that if you want to create then stop watching 
magic. Go out and experience life, theatre, nature, etc. Get your 
inspiration from other things rather than what is already there.  
These are the types of ideas (and more) you’ll read in this book. 
The second part of the book has one hundred ideas with various 
tricks already out there. Everything from novel presentations from 
a blindfold drive to Any Card at Any Number. I would hope that the 
purpose of this book is to inspire others to be creative and Rory 
shares how he does it. It is filled with gems of ideas and hopefully 
after reading it you will be inspired to get your creative hat on. 
Don’t let the size of the book put you off, it could quite possibly be 
one of the best books on creativity I’ve read in a long time!!

OMNI CASE BY 
LAURENT VILLIGER8 

PRICE: $39.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

What if your card case could become completely transparent in 
a blink of an eye, with only one playing card, the one chosen and 
signed by the spectator! 

TOTALLY UNEXPECTED, EXTREMELY VISUAL 

Laurent Villiger is the third creator to join the Gentlemen's Magic 
team. More than a trick, Omni Case is a tool that will allow you 
to do many visual effects. In a split second, your card case will 
become completely transparent and you will be able to show a 
signed card, coin, prediction, or any object you can fit in the case 
-- your imagination is the limit. People will freak out! 

A TOOLBOX FOR MANY EFFECTS 
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Along with the special gimmick, we've included some routines to 
get you started with Omni Case. We're sure you will also come up 
with many of your own. This effect can be presented as is, or in 
conjunction with similar effects on the market such as Omni Deck® 
by Palmer Magic, Omni Pen® by World Magic Shop or Phantom 
Deck® by Joshua Jay. Omni Case will fit perfectly in your omni col-
lection, so you can build a whole routine in which everything will 
turn transparent! With the right timing, you could do miracles. 

KEY POINTS
Extremely visual 
The gimmick will adapt to your Bicycle Rider Back 
Instant reset 
No angle issues 
The gimmick does nearly all the work for you 
Simple to do 
Insane reactions 
Explanations online in English

MY THOUGHTS:
You receive a specially made plastic clear card case with a well 
made gimmick card. Both the gimmicks  are extremely well made 
and should last a long time. You also get a download tutorial 
which goes over many routines. The basic routine is where you 
show a case, wave your hand over it and it’s gone (clear with a 
logo of bicycle on it). If you are familiar with an Omni Deck then 
you know at some stage you need to switch the deck (or case) for 
the gimmick version. What they have done here though is added 
a nice touch with a double-gimmick which allows you to show 
the blue (or red depending on which one you bought) case just 
prior to vanishing. in the tutorial you’ll learn various routines with 
a switch built in but it can be as simple as putting a case in your 
pocket then bringing it out later. There is a great routine using The 
Phantom Deck by Joshua Jay which combines The Omni Case with 
his deck - this is a great routine and a real surprise for the audi-
ence. A lot of thought has gone in to the preparation of this case. 
When you receive it is folded flat so you’ll just fold it out and in to 
place and you are ready to go. The other gimmick also enables you 
to do other things for example you can vanish the case pulling out 
a smaller playing card from the clear case. I am sure those who use 
an Omni Deck will love this because it gives an added element of 
surprise, you could do the Omni Deck with the cards then make 
the case clear - if you really wanted to you could follow up with the 
Omni Sharpie giving you a really strong three phase routine where 
everything becomes clear. As far as a closer for any close-up card 
routine it doesn’t get any stronger than the Omni Deck - and now 
the Omni Case can be added to that list.

WHERE: Strolling or close-up - you do need to watch angles 
slightly
WHO: Intermediate to advances performer.

THE WEALTHY 
MAGICIAN BY 
RICHY ROY

9 

PRICE: $49.95
AVAILABLE: Select magic dealers - Amazon

Master the Business of Magic 

Start living your dream as a professional entertainer by learning 
the strategies and tools used by leaders all around the world, as it 
applies specifically to magicians of all types. The skills and abilities 
gained from this book will give you the edge over your competi-
tors and bolster your finances. 

The best part is, you don't need to be a grand illusionist or have 
to travel the world to become a full-time working professional 
magician. Also, you certainly don't need to perform in cruise ships, 
casinos, or sold-out theaters to earn a six-figure income as an en-
tertainer. You can take these developed strategies to start building 
your sustainable business in your own hometown, regardless of 
its size or how much competition works in your area. Learn what 
you are truly worth and why you're not charging nearly enough for 
your services, regardless of what type of magician you are. 

You will learn: 

- What your price tag should be 
- Why you're not charging enough 
- Why you're worth every dollar 
- How to add value to your services 
- How to master social media marketing 
- The best way to negotiate higher prices 
- And so much more! 

"This is truly an inspiring and eye-opening book. YOU have in-
spired ME to raise my prices again, as I've just raised all my prices 
across the board recently. But everything makes SO much sense 
in your book, I'm realizing I'm not charging near enough for my 
experience. You've certainly put a lot of time and thought into this 
inspiring book. This should be a part of every entertainer's library." 
- Tommy James Kidabra International Performer of the Year 2010 

Product details 

Paperback: 364 pages 
Publisher: Prestige Book Publishing; 1st edition (April 28, 2018) 
Author: Richy Roy 
Language: English 
ISBN-13: 978-0-9959024-7-3 
Product Dimensions: 6 x 0.76 x 9.25 inches

MY THOUGHTS:
I have read A LOT of books about business and magic over the past 
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25 years and a lot of the earlier ones are outdated. Now and then 
one will come along that will really inspire and show you exactly 
how to make a living from this business. This book does EXACTLY 
that. One of the most important parts of this book is talking about 
how to get a six figure income. Now, what makes THIS such a great 
book is that Richy lives in a small town - not a large city and his 
fees are probably far more than any magician in the big city I live 
of Vancouver. There are a lot of magicians in this city I live that 
need to read this book because they are all missingHe decided it 
was time to charge more and he stuck to it. I always find it funny 
when I get an email from local magicians saying there is a gig 
available for a few hundred dollars and I should take it - because 
what else am I doing on a Wednesday night. This type of attitude 
will always keep you in the lower fee bracket. This theory will 
always backfire on you and always keep you in the lower bracket 
of show business. In his book Richy shares his opinions (which 
are proven and work) on how to get the higher paid gigs. Take 
yourself out of the $1500 magician range and put yourself into 
the $3000 and higher price range. He sums it up in the chapter on 
Understanding Our Value. Somebody once tried to impress with 
by saying he was getting other magicians an incredibly high fee 
of $5000. I thought to myself this guy really has no idea of what 
a high fee is. For the amount of work involved in that gig and the 
travel, etc. $5000 should be the very base fee! This is something 
I see many magicians don’t full understand. The value of what 
we offer is much more than you think, or at least if you are good 
enough it should be.  There is a page in the book with LARGE 
quotes that is something you need to put on your wall …” YOU 
JUST DO IT. RAISE YOUR PRICE TAG TODAY  AND DON’T GIVE IT A 
SECOND THOUGHT.”

This book is filled with great chapters and RIchy doesn’t hold back 
on sharing the information he has gathered. The topics covered 
range from your price tag to reasons for working is, and s huge 
section on marketing. In this section he talk about social media, 
knowing your clients, creating a mailing list, publicity, advertis-
ing and even an ultimate promotional item. The final part of the 
book is all about sales. This is one of the most important parts and 
something many people, myself included, fall down in. Richy talks 
about how to negotiate, added value and how to close a deal. This 
book really does cover everything. Without a doubt one of the 
best books filled with advice from somebody who walks the walk. 

SPUN INTO
GOLD BY 
ROMANY

10 

PRICE: $14.95 Paperback
KINDLE: $6.95
AVAILABLE: www.amazon.com

Romany, a chubby child and overweight teenager dreamed of 
standing in the brightest spotlight on Broadway but ended up 
living a life she never wished for - selling telephones. Her true 
story takes you behind the curtain, spilling the secrets of how she 
became a magician, plus revealing her secret rollercoaster ride 
caught on the paralysing barb of cruel and persistent eating disor-
der while reaching, always, towards a dream of Light.
Now Romany - Diva of Magic is one of the world’s favourite magi-
cians and tours internationally with her one-woman comedy 
magic show.
Her true story is about magic: stage magic, real magick, and what-
ever other sort of magic you fancy. It contains dreams of theatre, 
meddling angels, love and marriage, heartbreak and divorce, a 
swirling sacred fire, extraordinary cosmic adventures, a helpful 
ancient-Egyptian Goddess, and handy detailed instructions on 
how to manifest the man (or woman) of your dreams.
This book is about keeping hold of your vision for as long as it 
makes you shiver with excitement any time you come close. It’s 
a story to convince you to ignore anyone who says “you can’t,” to 
ignore the even louder voices in your head that tell you in a million 
nasty ways that you’re never going to be or do what you’ve always 
dreamed of.
This book is about deciding that you’re going to walk stubbornly 
towards your heart’s desire and not stop until you’re there.
Where?
There.
Then deciding that same thing over and over again, damn it, until 
it’s done. Or you are. Hopefully it. My story is about trusting that 
the next step will appear. Yes, as if by magic.
And why draw the curtain aside just now? In magic, timing is 
everything. It’s time to share what I’ve learnt in the hope that it will 
help someone, somehow. That’s what my heart wants.
There is nothing more important in the world.

MY THOUGHTS:
As professional magicians we all struggle to achieve our dreams, 
and nothing comes easy. This book is a journey and testament to 
Romany's dedication and belief in herself and always holding on 
to dreams. There are times when she might have thrown the towel 
in and move on to other endeavors, especially when she reveals 
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